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The use of Building Information Modeling (BIM) with sustainable design is
getting widespread since it helped architects, engineers, and contractors in achieving the
sustainability goal. The present work is using green and certified products and materials
to be integrated with Building Information Model (BIM) to simulate and generate a
conceptual design for green and sustainable design. The use of Building Information
Modeling (BIM) would help achieving sustainability, which would be predictable and

possible. Revit Architecture is a tool of BIM technology that can be used for building
designing and modeling.

The research represents a database system for green building products which uses

the concepts of object-oriented database. The integration between Building Information

Modeling (BIM) through Revit Architecture and database management system is useful
for achieving sustainability. Sustainability goals through using green products and
certified materials would be achieved through the design and construction process with
Building Information Model (BIM) assistance. BIM in particular is a concept that can
improve the design and drawings correlation in 3D Mode, which is automatically
coordinated in all views such as plans, sections, and elevations, almost in accurate and
precise details.
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1. AEC: Architecture, Engineering, and Contractor, it is a term that may be used as

alternative to express the building construction industry.
2. BIM:

Building

representation

Information
of a

modeling,

building

it

components

is
or

an

object-oriented,

elements

that

have

a

digital
specific

information in a digital format.

3. BIM design: Building Information Modeling Design, the act of creating a Building
Information Modeling.

4. CAD: Computer Aided Design, A class of software applications that performs a
design functions.
5. USGBC: The U.S. Green Building Council, It is an organization that supports

sustainability and how buildings are designed, built and operated.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Sustainability, sustainable building, sustainable design, sustainable development,
environment friendly building, green development, and green building have become

common terms recently, especially in the field of ecology and environment. The
buildings are becoming more complex, therefore, they are having negative impact on the
environment i.e., creating lots of material wastes. Actually, the green building revolution
played a positive role in mitigating such negative effects. Definitely, this will have some
good benefits that will help environmentally, economically, financially and socially. The

question that arises here is: how can green building help, what should ecologists and
architects do to make such change a great possibility? One appropriate technology would
be choosing and selecting the right materials.

Notably, the construction industry today needs to implement a new technology
that is adequate to the way architect, engineer, and contractor (AEC) use to make a
difference in the environment. The green building approach is one good way to express

the future of the (prosperous) construction industry. To change the traditional way of
thinking of design and to do some more creativity to the design of buildings can be a
positive way. BIM, for instance, is a revolutionary technology that may well helps AEC

to create green design. Nowadays, the construction industry uses BIM over and over due
to its benefits, specially in the field of design and construction. BIM has also given the

1

construction

industry

numerous

advantages

such

as

improving

productivity

and

simplifying designs. This helps a lot in generating more accurate design.

In reality, designing and creating a comprehensive database that stores green

building products and materials with their associated costs and integrate it with BIM tools
allows architects to predict the total cost of proposed building during the design stage.
This research will use tools that belong to Building Information Technology, namely
Revit Architecture. This attempts to help in achieving sustainable design through the
green database. Integrating the proposed database with BIM technology in Revit
Architecture lead consequently, to a sustainable and green design.

1.2 Problem Definition

Green building products and BIM are two concepts; so much effort is conducted
to integrate them in the construction industry. Developing a green building material with
products database and integrating it with BIM is a unique approach. It is a bright
technique for cost reduction as well. As compared to other classical cost-reduction
methods, it is relatively a new technique but it has proven its validity through some
enormous details and specifications without any sort of quality jeopardy. Nevertheless,
there is still need for developing similar database for commercial and institutional

buildings. With this, database users can gain the value of it; it will improve the quality of
buildings, and become energy and cost effective. The present research examines the use
of green building products and materials particularly in residential buildings.

1.3 Research Objectives

The demand of green building products and green materials are gaining a huge
attention. In general, architect, engineer, and contractor, are the main people needed for
any construction project, who need to adopt the green materials before delivering the
project to the owner. Due to climate change and the negative impact of building product
on the environment, green building materials should help accelerate the movement
toward green construction and sustainability.

The main objective of this research is to integrate database management system

with BIM for sustainable design. Specifically, the main key is to customize Autodesk

Revit Architecture building database with green and certified building products to benefit
architects, engineers, and contractors. The major task is to expand and develop a list of
green products and certified materials. In later stages, these materials will be linked to the
building database into Revit Architecture.

By creating such database, green project can be designed and constructed in 3D
mode. BIM's parameters which are incorporated in redesigned database will lead to
detailed take-off list of materials. The building's materials database helps in creating 3D
models which will satisfy the green certification components based on the standards of
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) system.

1.4

Scope of The Research

The scope of this research will focus on residential buildings and will not consider

commercial, institutional, or any other type of buildings. The main data resource of this

research is based on green building products:

The Green building products:

The

GreenSpec Guide to Residential Building Materials (2008) by Alex Wilson. This book is
published

by

BuildingGreen

Corporation

which

is

authoritative

information

on

environmentally responsible building design and construction. The developed model used

in this research is based on architectural details without considering the electrical and
mechanical details. The Green materials are used to create the model in 3D and 2D.

1.5 Methodology

In order to achieve the goals and the objectives of the present study, the following
procedures are implemented:

1.5.1

Comprehensive Literature Review
A comprehensive literature review will cover all areas in sustainability, green

building, and Building Information Modeling (BIM).
1.5.2 Data Collection

This research uses the data based on the Construction Specifications Institutes
(CSI, 1995) MASTERFORMAT divisions. The database is customized and edited by
presenting the information taken and collected from The Green building products: The

GreenSpec Guide to Residential Building Materials by Alex Wilson.
1.5.3 Development of the Database

The model represents the database developments which have been described,
tested its validation and effectiveness. In other words, it is using green and certified
materials in the "prototype" within Revit Architecture validate the design procedure.

1.6

Thesis Organization

The following chapters will be presented in this research:

•

Chapter 2 describes a comprehensive literature review on sustainability, green

building, and Building Information Modeling (BIM) with its applications into the
construction industry. Also it provides a brief review of Database Management

System

(DBMS),

and

the

Construction

Specification

Institutes

(CSI)

MASTERFORMAT.

•

Chapter 3 includes rules about the structure of Revit Architecture as BIM tool
with a brief description of the Revit's database which are include; families,
elements, keynoting, and annotations.

•

Chapter

4

contains

a

methodology

and

database

development

with

a

comprehensive description on the research, its capabilities, allocation of green
products and how they are analyzed. It follows by model development, model
performance and data analysis.

•

Finally, chapter 5 will have a brief conclusion, research contribution, and
recommendation. Also, this chapter includes the possibility of future works and
expansions.

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Sustainable building, green building, and high-performance building are consider
today more important and essential for the construction industry. It is a unique movement
that benefits human being and the environment. The revolution in these types of
constructions and projects are essential for architect, engineer, and contractor to know its
design and characteristics before it is constructed, maintained and operated.

Both green building and green design are two terminologies that refer to specific,
yet different types (approaches) of buildings. Going green in the recent years is a term
that is very often used depending on the aspect of it. In fact, these expressions have
become necessary in our lives, even more than they were used in the past. The green

approach could mean how products are made and/or how products could be greened. In
other words, green can be interchangeable with sustainability and in the meantime it can
be used to reduce the demands on natural resources. Industry can contribute to corporate
green concepts such as creating recycling programs for communities which can be
beneficial in recycling the waste.

It is said that sustainability is a very important term, but it is also significant from
the perspective of construction industry. Scholars, architects, and environmentalists have
recently shed more light on green building designs than they used to do in the past. It is a
fact that green design and sustainability are considered a top priority in environmental

buildings. The construction industry is becoming more and more advanced by exploring
new ways to help the environment. More specifically, technologies help and support
architects,

engineers,

and

contractors

in

different

ways

such

as

using

Building

Information Modeling (BIM) concept, which plays a great role in creating accurate and
clear design. In fact, BIM has become much more beneficial to the construction industry

because it proves productivity and long benefits over existing practices. For example, the
General Services Administration (GSA) (2006) reviewers Architect Engineer Contractor
(AEC) firms to include BIM as a part of the proposal(s). Additionally, BIM helps with
construction documents that are useful to owners and the general contractors.
This chapter will focus in the current practices of green building and sustainable
building design. Also, definitions and examples for both green and sustainable design
will be indicated. Architect, engineer, and contractor will understand the current practices
of green and sustainable design. Another important thing to cover is reviewing all types
of sustainable design, principles, and their characteristics. Additionally, the research will

provide a brief review on green building products and green materials. Building
Information Modeling (BIM) Technology in the construction industry will be described,
its definition, application, adoption, and implementation. A brief description will follow
that on the Construction Specification Institutes (CSI) MASTERFORMAT.

2.2 Sustainable Development and Sustainability

There are so many definitions for sustainable development and sustainability. The

sustainable development concept was universally addressed in 1987 by the World
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) and known as the Brundtland

Commission. The definition reads

Humanity has the ability to make development sustainable- to ensure
that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability

offuture generations to meet their needs. The concept of sustainable
development does imply limits, not absolute limits, but limitations
imposed by the present state of technology and social organization on

environmental resources and by the ability of the biosphere to absorb
the effects of human activity. (WCED 1987) (Glavinich, 2008, p, 2)

Based on the above definition, one can notice that sustainability is always
governed

by

organizations.

limits

which

are

completely

imposed

by technology

and

social

More recent definition came by the International Council for Research

Innovation in Building and Construction (CIB), 1999, which reads

"The pursuit of sustainable development brings the built environment
and the construction industry into sharp relief This sector ofsociety is
of such vital innate importance that most other industrial activities in
the world simply fade in comparison" (CIB, 1999, p. 17).

The Burntland Report was created and it has several definitions followed that
definitions from different authors and it involves the economic growth, and some various
definitions such as:

"A pattern of social and structural economic transformations, which
optimizes the economic and societal benefits available in the present
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without jeopardizing the likely potential of similar benefits in the

future" (Goodland and Ledec, 1987)

Charles Kibert (2008) states that sustainability or sustainable development is a

foundational principle that covers a variety of efforts to ensure a civilized quality of life
for the future generations. As shown in Figure 1, sustainability consists of three broad
themes. That is social, environmental and economical themes.

Sustainable
Development

Figure 1. Sustainable Development Themes
Adopted from the World Conservation Union Report (2006)

2.3 Green Building
2.3.1 The Definition of Green Building

Sustainable design, green design and ecological design are terms used to describe
the applications of sustainable design. Many definitions for sustainable development
and sustainability have been developed. The United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) defined green building as "the practice of creating structures and
using processes that are environmentally responsible and resource-efficient throughout
a building's life-cycle from design to construction, operation, maintenance, renovation
and deconstruction. This practice expands and complements the classical building

design concerns of economy, utility, durability and comfort. Green building is also
known as a sustainable or high performance building." (USEPA, 2009, p.2)

Also, Kibert (2008) defines Green building as "healthy facilities designed and
built in a recourse-efficient manner, using ecologically based principles" (p.9). Clearly,

the structure of green building is very important because it is designed based on the

principle of sustainable design. Using renewable energy system with recyclable
materials can be a suitable way to go green. The green construction has been defined by
Glavinich (2008) as:
"Green construction is planning and managing a construction project

in accordance with the contract documents in order to minimize the
impact of the construction process on the environment. " (Glavinich,
2008, p.5)

In general, the definitions of green building, sustainable development, and green

design have the same idea that the design and construction of a building utilize the
methods of using recycled materials. Also, using efficient resources that would not
harm people and the environment (Landman, 1999).

2.3.2 High-Performance Buildings

Sustainability or high-performance building concept applies to the whole
building that is fully integrated considering site, energy, materials, indoor air quality
and natural resources in the design process. Moreover, these aspects also have
(interrelationship with one another (Kibert, 2008).
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Sustainable construction and high-performance construction are usually used

similarly; however, sustainable construction is much more comprehensive, especially in
terms of the ecological, social, and economics issues. The Conseil International de

Batiment (CIB) (1994) has stated the goal of sustainable construction as to design and
operate a building that is completely healthy from efficient resources and sustainable
design. There are seven principles of sustainable construction according to (CIB), these
principles assist professionals during all the phases of design, construction process and
through its whole life cycle. These principles are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

The Principles of Sustainable Construction
Adopted from Sustainable Construction: Green Building Design and Delivery
(Kibert, 2008)
1-

Reduce resource consumption (reduce).

3-

Protect nature (nature).
se resources (reuse

5-

Eliminate toxics (toxics).
>ply life-cycle cost

7-

Focus on quality (quality).

To elaborate more, Kibert (2008) believes that these factors are applied entirely

in the life-cycle of sustainable construction and to evaluate components of other

resources that are needed for construction starting from planning to disposal. In fact, it is
strongly recommended to consider these factors during the design stage. Moreover, the
sustainable construction principles affect all the built environment and the resources

needed to design and operate it, and throughout its life-cycle including; land, materials,
energy, and ecosystems.
11

2.4 The Benefit of Green Building and Sustainability:

Green

building

has

many

advantages

for

both

human

beings

and

the

environment. These advantages include:

1.

Environmental

advantages:

such

as

restoring

and

conserving

natural

resources, protect and enhance the ecosystem, improve water and air quality,
and reduce water streams.

2.

Economic advantages: includes prolonging life time of the building, reducing
the operating cost, increasing workers and occupants productivity.

3.

Social Advantages: such as improving overall quality of life, improved
occupant comfort, health and enhanced aesthetic qualities.

This section explains the benefits of green building and sustainable building. We

tackled the advantages of these types of buildings from occupant health and productivity
point of view. Sustainable design has benefited people in so many ways such as in water
use, energy and materials. In fact, all of these benefits are important to society and human
beings because it gives architect, designer, contractor (AEC) and construction workers
some great advantages and benefits. Such as:

1- Improve Health, Performance and Productivity of Occupants
In this case, improvement is implied in the productivity of building's occupants

and construction workers. It is a fact that building air quality and daylighting can

negatively or positively affect occupants' and workers' health. People and employees
working in these sites have also been affected, which will lead to increasing labor cost in

12

terms of health issues and risk. Some of these employees will be sick, which will affect
their productivity due to the fact that the majority of them will not show up for work due
to their sicknesses.

For instance, a study done by the American Medical Association and the U.S.

Army in indoor environment found that the U.S. has problems from bad indoor air quality
that cost businesses 150 million workdays. Also there are productivity losses that cost
over $15 billion each year (Wilson, et al., 1998). Different corporations and organizations
experienced productivity issues like the Verifone Corporation, which has 45% decreases

in absenteeism of its workers because they use less toxics materials daylighting and air
filtration (Wilson, et al., 1998).

2- Operating and Maintenance Cost Savings

The cost of green building construction is not more than the average cost of
conventional building.

Studies believe that green building can reduce operating cost,

improve and increase productivity by using less energy and water. Also, it helps building
occupants through providing better indoor air quality. The costs of traditional and green

building are almost the same according to many researchers. Devis Land, an international
firm specialized in providing a comprehensive construction management conducted some
studies in 2004 about the cost of green building, followed by another studies in 2006,
they found that the budget of projects that used the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Deign rating system (LEED) is similar to those does not (Service, 2009).

The ongoing operating and maintenance cost of green building is completely
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different from that of the traditional one; the green building normally needs much more
maintenance and frequent check. This can reduce costs by foreseeing problems before
system breaks or even before it is broken. High performance building operation and
maintenance is a continuous process that needs to follow an identified plan to fix the
building system problems and to maintain peak building performance over time. This
process is a continuous cycle of planning, auditing, measuring, analyzing and correcting
all of which will affect the performance of green building (Service, 2009).

Additionally, energy efficiency strategies can also save a lot of money by
bringing payback in short period of time. The Norman Willard of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency has shown that some cases in energy consumption can save up to

80%. Another benefit is saving in operating and maintenance costs. In fact, using an

insulation system that is highly efficient or selecting good materials such as choosing
special type of daylighting roof reflection system will help in reducing the energy
consumption (Ross & Lopez-Alcala, 2006).

Many studies illustrated that green design got some environmental advantages
both socially and economically. Implementing green design will affect users, occupants,

builders, and the environment. These benefits normally reduce the impacts of natural
resources as well as improve overall occupant's life through higher quality, low risk and
profitable.

A research done by Krygiel and Nies (2008) showed that green design and green

building has got an achievement which is continually tackled in the U.S. construction
market in many issues. In fact, sustainable concept and sustainability covers all the life
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cycle of the building from extracting materials from the natural to ending up by disposal.

Moreover, green building is a high performance building that depends on
renewable resources, and recyclable materials. In addition, it also depends on reusing
water, using native planet for landscaping and passive heating.

According

to

The

Associated

General Contractors of America,

the New

Headquarters of the Navy League Building, opened in Arlighton Virginia (2005), this
building received a Silver Certificate under The Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED)

Rating

System.

The

building

has

been constructed taking

into

consideration the site, water, energy, green materials, and indoor air quality. The
following characteristics explain how the Navy League Building adopted the necessary
steps to come up with the building's major parts, these characteristics are:

First, the site meets quality growth principles and includes building location,

design, transportation, accessibility, variety, and environment. The building location is

close to Arlington Courthouse Metro station. One feature of this building is that
occupants are having alternatives transportation such as bicycle storage and changing
rooms. Another aspect, is offering a charging station with parking area for electric
automobiles.

Second, the water usage, the Navy League water system is more efficient due to

the advanced system which they used because they needed to reduce the amount of
potable water which the building consumes. The concept works by storing the rain water

using storm water detainment system in the basement of the building in a large vault, so it
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can be used later for irrigation and flushing purposes. Also, using fixtures that have low
water flow, dual-flush toilets, will help to reduce the water usage by 30 percent. By
combining these water systems, the building can save up to 60 percent less potable water.

Third, the building uses less energy due to the perfect selection of energy system

such as using special type of HVAC system, the efficiency of heating and cooling system
will increase. All of these systems which have been used allow the building to have less
operating cost. In fact, this building uses less heat, cool, and almost no use of CFC or

HCFC. The roof system will also decrease the temperature by using Energy-Star Rating
roofing system.

Fourth, green material is another factor that revolutionizes this building, the

contractor of this project has reused salvaged and recycled materials by 75 percent, all of
these were resulted from land clearing and demolition. Also, twenty percent of the

materials were collected from 500 miles radius. They use the Forest Stwarship Concil
Certified materials to bring 50 percent of the wood products.

Finally, the contractor of this building uses low-emission adhesives, carpet and
paint with exhaust systems to control the indoor air quality. It is specifically designed for
the Navy League building to help remove any airborne particulate matter.

2.5 Green Building Products and Green Materials

As building materials and green products specifically become more advanced and

more complicated, green building materials bring the most comprehensive and useful
products that can serve sustainability. In today's building products manufactures have
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produced more and more materials for new buildings that come from the extractions of
natural resources. Nowadays, people are consuming materials more than before and tons
of materials have been created in the United States. According to Beamon (1999), every

person in the United States have extracted approximately 10 tons of raw materials each

year. The manufacture made these materials and during its production, it produces a lot of
toxic chemicals to the environment. These chemicals are harmful to workers and
accordingly harmful to the environment. In addition, waste produced from that process is
dumped in the landfill, which resulted in contaminating land and water (Beamon, 1999).

The U.S Environmental Protection Agency has pointed that 12 billion tons of
waste materials from the industry is produced every year in U.S. About 4 million tons of
that waste is hazardous with growth at a rate of 10% annually. Materials after they are
produced contain harmful toxic chemicals such as paints which they might have negative
impact to humans and the environment (Nimse, at el, 2007).

During the last three decades, there is a considerable awareness toward our
environment which leads to different sustainable activities. In fact, more focus comes to

build

green

and

sustainable

buildings,

corporations and public sector.

this

comes

from

government,

different

All of these organizations are seeking healthier

environment with a reasonable cost. In all design processes, using green products have
helped our society to achieve sustainable design and green building. The advanced
technology and information management has helped many organizations which have
created numerous websites with helpful documents about green products in many
different ways (Nimse, at el., 2007).
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A lot of these websites are focusing on green products and their characteristics

such as a Sourcebook for Green website and Sustainable Building, all of these websites
have lists of green products and its manufacture. According to McGraw-Hill Construction

website, SweetsGreen another source for green products that can help researchers to find
green products with a variety of information, from products description to data safety and
other information which are useful to all architect, engineer and contractor (AEC).

Besides, Building Green database, it is a web-based resource that guides users to
look up for green materials and products. In fact, the Construction Specification Institutes

are developing a web resource also, which is called GreenFormat, it is another way to
search for green products. Building green also has published many books about green

products such as the "Greenspec Guide to Residential Building Materials". All of these
sources mentioned above are essential keys that help the movement of green and
sustainable design. In other words, as architects, engineers and contractors (AEC) are
people who have more attention to deliver the most appropriate green and sustainable

design to owner or "clients". By searching and looking up green materials and certified
products, architect, engineer, and contractor can implement them in the construction
industry later on.
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The National Building Science has defined green products characteristics,
contains recycled materials, save water and energy, and decreased the amount of toxics
materials consumed as shown in Figure 2.

Locally
obtained
Bio

Readily

degradable

recycled
No CFCs, HCFCs or

Made of natural

ozone depleting

renewable resources

substances

Incorporate

Promote good

recycled

indoor air

content

quality

Green

Durable, low
maintenance

No toxic

chemicals in its

Products

production

Figure 2. The Environmental Characteristics of Green Products
Adopted from the National Building Science Website (2009)

In general, these green products are helpful for any projects materials selection,
which is considers as one important aspect of sustainable design (Malin, 2007).

According to these characteristics, buildings will have less harmful to human and their
environment

unlike

the

traditional

buildings

and

is

more

beneficial

socially,

economically, and environmentally. Alex Wilson mentioned that green building has been
growing in the recent years due to many reasons. For instance, home owners are aware

more than before because of the mold and asthma that have been noticed through
building products, furnishings, and consumer goods some toxic chemicals that enters
their homes.
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According to the National Association of Home Builders there are some
characteristics that differentiate green building than other. It is the most applicable to
green home, these characteristics are:

-

Building's roof should be covered with durable steel or fiber cement to reduce the

frequency of roof replacement. Also, it should have paint that can reduce the sun
heat, and can reduce the cost of cool in warm climate.

-

Using windows with composite framing materials and low-emittance (low-E) as
high energy efficiency to decrease the summer heat and increase warm in winter.

-

New homes should use wood products to sheath roofs and walls that do not

require large trees to manufacture such as oriented strand board (OSB) which is
an efficient resource and enhance the durability of buildings.

-

Insulation and maintenance would be high and cost money if it does not be
selected well, however using vinyl siding for the exterior walls and using

fibercement siding can saves owner's money. These materials are termite, water
resistant, and last for long time.

-

A good feature also that can saves owner's money in energy usage is from the
insulation by increasing the R-value to reduce the costs of heating and cooling
bills, this insulation is such as sprayed insulation made of foam.

-

Also covering the entries of buildings especially exterior doors can help to stop
water intrusion which is lead to better maintenance and enhancing durability.

-

Using passive solar components within building design such as windows facing

the south can provide home heat during the winter and it increase natural
daylighting.
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Choosing an efficient cooling and water-heating equipment can also saves
owner's money such as using tankless water heater. It can produce hot water as
needed instead of storing it, this system can eliminate and reduce the reserve
losses. Using renewable energy such as geothermal heat pumps system can
produce hot water.

Planting tree around the building can improve the environment and air quality.
For example, planting one tree, it can filter up to 60 Ib of pollutant air in a year,
protecting tree around buildings can reduce landscaping and reducing energy cos.

It helps to protect building from winter wind and summer shade.
Building's foundations should also have insulation for more efficiency and
comfort enhancement.

Green building should also use recycled plastic lumber and composite wood
materials. These materials have less toxics chemicals.
Plumping fixtures such as new toilets that use less water, it can be beneficial than
the standard ones.

Using refrigerators and freezers that are more energy efficient such as energy star

appliances can save up to 30 percent of its energy compared to the standard ones
because it has better doors, more accurate temperature control, and it has more
insulation.

Using natural wood for better indoor air quality such as flooring carpet with
perfect covers and hardwood can make building green because it includes low
volatile organic compounds can make buildings green.

Trusses and pre hung doors components that built in the factory permits use of
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low raw materials and eliminating needs for cutting wood during construction in
the jobsite and reducing waste materials.

2.6 Building Information Modeling (BIM)

A great momentum comes with advanced technology to the construction industry

to participate and contribute in our present time to the success of any project's
completion. Different firms are participating in making better environment for the next

generation by reducing the percentage of construction materials waste and using
recyclable content. Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a good concept for
architects, engineers, and contractors to create new design that helps pave the way for the
next generation of the construction industry. By doing so, Building Information Modeling
is a great concept for managing the data, information and building documents.

Presently, new Information Technology tool comes to narrow the gap of
constructing buildings and its impact on the environment. BIM and its applications in the
construction industry gained a momentum involvement almost in every project's stages

and phases, from design through construction and operation. BIM is a new approach that
emerges to design, analysis, and documentation of a building. In fact, BIM as a

revolutionary concept, it has been engaged in the entire management information of
design process starting from the conceptual design to the end of the project' life cycle.
This information such as number of windows, materials, type of heating and cooling
system, all of these are information inputs which go into the design process.

Different companies and organizations started to use Building Information
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Modeling to increase the efficiency and performance of their projects. BIM in such a way
that will store information in a digital format and present the whole building's document
that can be accessed and shared. Document the building's information is a result from

BIM benefits using Revit Architecture.

2.6.1

BIM Definition

Building Information Modeling (BIM) is defined in many ways, for instance,

McGraw-Hill Construction in its SmartMarket Report (2009) has defined BIM as: "The
process of creating and using digital models for design, construction and/or operations of
projects." (p. 2)

G. Lee, et al. (2006) stated that "BIM is the process of generating and managing
building information in an interoperable and reusable way. A BIM system is a system or
a set of systems that enables users to integrate and reuse building information and domain
knowledge through the lifecycle of a building." (p.l)

Basically, BIM is an organizing concept that contributes in the life cycle of
building to create and manage building's data and information in such a convenient
process. Specifically, BIM as new technology uses 3D modeling to increase the
productivity of building design (Holness, 2008).

In the past, Hughes (2006) explains that economist acknowledged that in the

United States a great amount spent on construction each year, in fact, about $200 billion
of the $650 billion are wasted money and resulted from mistakes,
inefficiencies.

These

costs

were

technical
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drawings,

purchase

orders,

delays,
and

and
other

documents. Construction's managers build warehouse just to store documents they

needed. FedEx (2006) indicates that there were over $500 million only to ship blueprint
in U.S. (Hughes, 2006). A wasted resource that may come from building usually cost
owners, builders, and designers money due to change orders that may happen or occur.

Moreover, the Construction Users Roundtable (2004), a non-profit organization,
indicates that because of the miss coordination, errors, labor inefficiencies, wasted
materials, and other issues, about 30% of the cost of construction is wasted in the field
(CURT, 2004). A survey done by the Construction Management Association of America

on behalf of FMI/CMAA Sixth Annual Survey of Owners stated that problems with co

ordination and collaboration among team members was near the top of the list of
concerns that keep owners awake at night. In fact, BIM is a good concept to reduce waste
and even eliminate any problem that might happen. During construction, at the early
stages, BIM may coordinate and manage all the documentations of a project.

2.6.2

BIM Applications

BIM applications can provide all innovation to the model from beginning to end.
It can generate from the

model itself construction specifications and documents

(Autodesk, 2007). Working with BIM provides a new way of thinking and redesigning
due to the creativity that users can achieve. Autodesk in 2007 listed some good and real
facts about Building Information Modeling (BIM):

-

BIM is an easy concept that architect, engineer, and contractor can learn from it

because it was built to help architects and engineers to produce high quality
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design and new way of thinking.
-

BIM can provide a technique to reduce the risk of design errors, for instance,
tracking materials through the material quantity take offs tool.

-

Also BIM can improve productivity; in fact, it is a tool that allows companies to
achieve much more work with the same resources.

-

BIM improves good workflows and helps retool inefficient ones.

-

BIM is a beneficial tool to everyone, the owner, the contractor, and the designer.

One of the tools used in BIM is Revit, it is helpful to architect, engineer, and
contractor (AEC).

In fact, BIM brings higher quality to design, for instance, many

companies are using Revit as a tool to express and represent their work in an effective
way. One example from the construction industry is Lott and Barber Architects; it is an

architectural and planning firm which they are using Revit for years in Georgia. In fact,
Georgia State is begun to use Revit Architecture since 2004 and now they use it almost
for all new projects. Revit mainly helps them to quantify their productivity gains. The

study illustrated in Table 2 is done by Lott and Barber Architects. Basically, it is a
comparison between two different project utilizing Revit Architecture and AutoCAD
software.

According to the study, it shows two different times spent on the design

process of these projects. As result, working on Revit can save time more than working
on AutoCAD. The study shows about 1,824 hours spend working on CAD, however,
using Revit software workers spend about 1,141 hours. Lott and Barber Architects

experienced noticeable changes especially in the productivity. They save time in
documenting the construction documents and information (Lott and Barber Architects,
2004).
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Table 2
Time Spent on Revit Architecture versus AutoCAD
Adopted from Lott and Barber Architects (2004)
CAD

Revit

Hours

Time

(Hours)

(Hours)

Saved

Savings

Schematic Design

190

90

100

53%

Design Development

436

220

216

50%

Construction Documents

1023

815

208

175

16

159

HP

1,824

1,141

683

Task

Checking and Coordination

Totals:

mm

91%

Goedert & Meadati (2008) considered that BIM is an excellent tool that can deal
with data management capability and retrieving information. One important tool that

facilitates digital information exchange is BIM which can share this information with
almost all project participants and replaces the traditional based method paper which is in
manual format.

2.6.4

BIM Adoption

Presently, the construction industry is changing dramatically. Buildings have
become big and more complex with many consistent and integrated systems. New
building systems and other levels of design were added from using renewable energy to

new water system. The important of these new ways is to have more time to organize,
coordinate, and manage them. These issues increase the required specialization and

complexity of the project's completion. There are many factors that affect building which
are bring a noticeable decline in a building performance and an increase in energy
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consumption (Krygiel, Nies, & McDowell, 2008)

Brad Hardin a manager of BIM at McCownGordon Construction in 2008 believed

that using BIM technology as takeoff tool and estimating methods are much faster
compared to tradition method (Hardin, 2008). In addition, building Information Modeling
(BIM) is basically a different idea about how to do Architectural Design. Figure 3 shows
the traditional practice in which the project is represented by compacted information and
expressed in representative language and orthographic drawings.

On the other hand, CAD mechanizes these methods but does not basically change

them (Smith, 2007). Also, in CAD-based method, design views are drawn separately with
no relationship between different drawings. It is basically files with a collection of all its
manuals and drawings.

Specialty
Consultants.

Figure 3. Traditional Team Model

Adopted from Berkebile Nelson Immenschuh McDowell Architects (BNIM, 2007)
2.6.4 The Current Practice of BIM

Building Information Modeling is changing the way how to design building. In
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fact, BIM changing the look and the function of a building after it is built. BIM
technology is characterized by using available, continues of project design, scope,
schedule, and cost (Autodesk, 2005).

Unlike the traditional CAD software, BIM

technology can replace CAD lines, symbol entities, and dimensions in digital drawings
with objects that are smart and digitally documented such as walls, doors, and windows.
In addition, these objects consist of document information, specifications, cost
and other documents (Hughes, 2006). Since this technology has been adopted through

almost all firms in U.S., a survey in (2007) conducted shows that about 25 percent of
U.S. firms are using BIM in "intelligent modeling" (Gonchar, 2007).

BIM stores the project's information in a computerized database. Then it can

displays them in many formats. Any information which is stored inside the same
computer database can consist of 2D drawings, 3D geometry, text, spreadsheets,

schedules, and calculations. BIM can allow all different types of design, construction
information, and integration such as geometry, materials, specifications, schedules,
lighting, mechanical, electrical and plumping and so on.

As an advanced technology, BIM covers all buildings components whether it is
geometry, geographical information, quantities, and spatial relationship. BIM technology
helps to control and mechanize building in the whole lifecycle. In fact, BIM is an open

and shared property that can track quantities and materials. So by having all these

benefits, better environment of exchanging data and sharing information will be possible.
The

interoperability

of BIM

can

be

achieved

through

construction

procurement details, submittal processes, and other BIM data (Autodesk, 2007)
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document,

2.7

Building Information Modeling (BIM) and Green Building

Since sustainability is grown up during the last five and ten years, the adoption of
BIM is getting widespread through many users. Architect, engineer, and contractor

(AEC) are engaged in the design process, analyzing the performance of building by using
BIM concept and help improving green building to be possible. According to the

SmartMarket Report (2009), users are mostly having certain level of involvements in
green projects in a positive way. As shown in the Figure 4, at least three-quarters of BIM
users are almost involved in a moderate level of green projects and fifty percent in high

level. In fact, green building experts are looking for ways for BIM to be able to help users
to deliver sustainable facilities to the construction industry.

Low

Involvment,

High

^^

/

23%

Involvment,
50%.

Moderate,
27%

Figure 4. The Level of Involvement in Green Project
Adopted from SmartMarket Report (2009)

More important, Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology today is

having limited impact on green building process, but it could be possible to change the
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future design of green building by injecting valuable tools in the near future. In addition,
SmartMarket Report (2009) shows that about one-third of the BIM users say it is highly
beneficial in delivering buildings with better performance, for example fifteen percent of

the users are experiencing a high level of performance with BIM in terms of energy
analysis.

BIM users most likely who are involved in sustainable projects are provide with a

high level of assistance and support. Shown in Figure 5, 57 percent of BIM users say they
use BIM mostly in a moderate way and it is helpful for creating green projects, while 43

percent of BIM users see high level of involvement. As result, there is more analysiscapabilities need to be made and connected to BIM (SmartMarket Report, 2009).

.Lowlnvolvment,

High

^^ /

22%

Involvment,
43%.

Moderate,
35%

Figure 5. The Usage of Building Information Modeling (BIM) in Green Buildings
Adopted from SmartMarket Report (2009)
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2.8

The Benefits of Building Information Modeling (BIM)

BIM has promise the construction industry to have more ways to discover the

ultimate benefits of this tool by changing how the building designed and built. In fact,
architects, engineer, and contractor are shifting from the traditional way of drawings 2D
to a multi 3D design and simulation. The revolutionary of Building Information

Modeling technology is emerging in the construction industry today and it is a useful
reality. Information and document are no longer in manual format, it is digitalized and
documented using BIM technology and can be shared later among team members through
design. Users can retrieve almost every detail of information in the project and shared
them among others. Through many different fields in architecture, construction, structure,
and infrastructure, the project's information can be shared coordinated. In fact, doing

energy analysis, selecting appropriate materials can be done in a practical and efficient
way. All of which are some ongoing advantages that can be discovered in the approach of
BIM technology (Demchak, at el., 2009).

Architect, designer, and contractor are the most people who are in charge with the
entire project design and process. BIM support them and give them a new thinking from
the beginning of the preliminary design through documentation, and into constructing the
building. Demchak and Krygiel (2008) stated that drawings which are produced using
BIM are not just separated collections of coordinated lines, it is a complete representation
of 3D views which are connected and coordinated together such as plans, sections,

elevations, and schedules. In fact, any change happen to the model in any views, it will be
automatically appears in all views. For instance, removing a door from the model will
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automatically be changed in all views, and all schedules will be updated simultaneously.
All these changes that happened will be controlled and documents in such a systematic
way.

Krygiel (2009) states that Building Information Modeling (BIM) has the most
enhancement system control over the project document and information. Designers and
builders will experience many advantages first time they use BIM such as:

-

3D design and visualization will support users to understand the building, all the
building spaces, and be able to show different designs that help both team and the
client.

-

By integrating all projects' documents, clear image, accurate data, and control
document will minimize all errors that might happen.

Revits' interface for example can allow users for an immediate solution that
might happen between architectural, structural, and mechanical elements. Also, it
might eliminate errors that cost owners money.

-

With automated data in scheduling, materials quantities, and cost, can help users
to provide up-to-date details.

-

Using BIM technology gives AEC better predictability and planning with
materials quantities take-offs.

-

Easier to engaging better understanding for sustainable approach and plan to build
better world.

Moreover, BIM has many tools that can be incorporated to be efficient and

effective. For instance, users can use data linked to BIM for analysis purpose such as for
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the building performance, daylighting, energy efficiency, and sustainable materials.
Accordingly, most BIM users who are involved in green projects will be able to use it to
track LEED credits (Autodesk, 2007).

In fact, the use of Building Information Modeling has recently increased due to its

advantages toward our environment. BIM provides architect, engineer, and contractor
with clear image that helps and guides them achieving the project's overall goals.
Integrated information management system for sustainability is very effective way if used
with Building Information Modeling. In fact, BIM help the creation of huge database,

which can be used to design high performance buildings that consist of green materials.

2.9

Building Information Modeling (BIM) Technology and Cost Estimate

Cost estimating is a crucial aspect of any planned and proposed project. Before
constructing a project, the cost should be defined and clearly stated to owners or

clients. The importance of cost estimation relies on many advantages and benefits to
building's owners and to the building itself such as its life cycle. Any project has
success and failure and it is based on the accuracy of many estimates that been done
previously (Jrade & Alkass, 2007)

Daniel Halpin (1985) has illustrated that building construction used most common
types of estimates such as 1) conceptual estimate, 2) preliminary estimate, 3) engineer's
estimate, and last and most important is 4) bid estimate. All these levels of estimates

come from concept through preliminary to final bidding stage, all of which are different
level of detailed estimates that it developed through the design process. Each level of
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detail represents different estimate and cost, and the last level will be the most accurate
detailed estimate which can be used later for bidding purposes. (Halpin, 1985)

In fact, architect and designers are responsible for cost estimate due to the first
outcome of building and architectural design. Clients need from architects a design that
fits their budget and needs. The tradition method of doing design such as AutoCAD does
not support some storage of cost data in its platform, so architect and engineer need to
use other software to do estimating. BIM technology comes to solve these issues in such
a way that can assist architect, engineer, and contractor (AEC). For instance, BIM
technology will help them to store cost data into the model.

Moreover, it is possible to develop many different databases with labor and
materials cost data that help estimator and can be used later for estimating purposes.

Using different format of work break down structure (WBS) such as the Construction
Specification Institutes (CSI) UNIFORMAT or MASTERFOMAT will clear the image
for estimators and best suitable for BIM.

At the present time, different companies are creating different computer aided
design software that use 2D&3D platform. Most of the dominant software in the
construction industry today uses traditional materials in their design which are not
leading to green construction. However, using Autodesk Revit Architecture software may
help the construction industry to change their traditional design. At the end of design
stages, different parties can make corresponding techniques and tools, as well as suitable
changes based on the data available. In other words, the design documents could be more

manageable and controlled. The efficiency of this process depends massively on the
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communication among the involved parties (Autodesk, 2007).

By using Object-Oriented database and BIM approach, it is easy to do a quantity
take offs because it is automatically updated in any design view. At present, there are
different types of cost estimate, methods, techniques and BIM technologies.

The industry has lots of estimating software such as Timberline. BIM is a

revolutionary approach that can help and store cost data. For instance, Graphisoft
ArchiCAD and AutoDesk Revit are software that have the ability to store cost and easily
allocate them as needed through the building's elements.

In each of these software a

different database has been differentely structured completely.

2.10

Database Management System (DBMS)

DBMS is one of the most important part to construct a useful database. Any fact

should has an important aspects which called information, people can use this
information to communicate and change data. In fact, the data that users use should be
managed efficiently and stored in a manageable database. Better stored-data in a database
system can result in accurate information. The database is an important structure system

which is manageable by the Database Management System (DBMS). It is a series of files
related to each other such as text, image, video, and sound (Rob & Coronel, 2009).

Rob and coronel (2009) defined the Database Management System as a collection
of programs which can control and manage the database structure. Also, DBMS provides

a controls access to the data which stored in the database. The data are more secure and
controlled by having such a good DBMS. The use of a computer database can make an
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efficient data management which can be stored, shared, and integrated. The database

structure of the computer itself is stored as a collection of files. The only way to access
this information is based on the Database Management System (DBMS). In order to
apply a request through this DBMS it will translate this request to a complex operation
which needs to fulfill these requests. The database structure and its applications need an
expert such as a programmer using any type of programming languages such as Visual
Basics or C++ to be written (Rob & Coronel, 2009).

2.10.1 Database Management System (DBMS) Advantages

Due to the importance of Database Management System (DBMS), it should be

managed in a very efficient and effective method to become such a data (Rob & Coronel,
2009). The Database Management System (DBMS) has many advantages such as: DBMS

help users to share data with others. They can access the data and make quickly responds
to each other through this DBMS. DBMS brings high level of data security, by accessing
the data from many users, it becomes weak and easy to break, but with DBMS the data is
structured and have better security rules and hard to breach.

Using DBMS can lead in a

better decision making because it gives better managed data that will help to have
efficient information by accessing the database.

2.10.2 Implementation of the Database Management System (DBMS)

The construction industry has using Database Management system (DBMS) in a
variety of software which was adopted between an interfacing and integration. For
instance, the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) has produced a Master Format that
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consists of 16 divisions for the work breakdown. These divisions are very important and well

known due to its familiarity among contractors and manufacturing. However, they use the

Construction Specifications Institutes as guideline and standards. In addition, few of
these software deals with design, cost estimating, scheduling and planning as an
integrated method. Some software providers can provide some software that is fully
integrated or well-developed as a package to work in the construction industry and its
aspects. For instance, information technology succeeded in linking cost estimating with
scheduling or document control and cost.

2.11

Previous Research Work

Based on the previous literature review there is no single database that consists of
green and certified products that can be used in Building Information Modeling (BIM)

technology such as Revit Architecture. Presently, considerable research is done in the
area of green building products and Building Information Modeling (BIM) to identify
how they can affect the way of designing sustainable buildings. Researchers are working
on developing and improving the methods of sustainability and green building design
through many software and models:

At the present time there is a considerable research done in terms of energy
analysis and materials selection and how it affect the life cycle operation of the building.
All can affect the characteristics of green building, products, and building and how that

can be affect the way toward more sustainable buildings, researchers developing and
improving the sustainability and green building through many software and different
models and some of these researches are:
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Castro, at el. (2009) working in an optimization Model for the Selection of
Materials using the LEED Green Building Rating System. It is a mathematical

approach that illustrates how an optimization to a model can be used to
support and provide decision makers to select the right and appropriate
materials using design and budget constraints variables. Also, using LEEDbased credit to relate the maximum recyclable materials in the design can help
for better result. The case study was on a building in Colombia using real data,

it was analyzed from different angles to express the effect on the optimal
choice of materials in different construction market conditions.
A research done by C. Thormark (2005) in the Lund Institute of Technology
University in Sweden. Thormark investigated the affect of minimizing the
natural resources use and at the same time maximizing the recycling content.
He has studied one of the most efficient house apartment types in Sweden. His
main contributions were how the selection of materials affects both energy
and recycling potential. This research resulting in energy-embodied of 40

percent of the total energy which the building need for 50 years lifetime. The
energy of operation calculation was 45 kWh/m2 floor areas per year. The

energy embodied was decreased by 17% or increase by 6% through materials
substitution (Thormark, 2006).

Also others studies have been looking at the recyclable building products and
how that contribute in energy saving. A study done in Japan by Geo et al, he
illustrates, using recyclable materials in designing building may saves a
potential energy.

Assuming the maximum recyclable materials used in
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products and design for proposed design. He noticed about 25 percent

decrease in the energy use of materials production, compared to the design
with no recycled components and materials.
Other example, a study in 1997, Sweden researched on a single family house
and they use big amount of recycled materials. On the other hand, another
case was designed using new components and recycled materials. The energy
saving was up to 40 percent because they use recyclable materials.

2.12

The Construction Specification Institutes (CSI) MASTERFORMAT

The Construction Specification Institutes (CSI) is a system that standardizes and
organizes the construction industry in the United States. It is a formats and standards
which help the construction industry to organize their products, activities, specifications,

and data to follow their formats. The CSI uses many different formats such as
MASTERFORMAT 1995 "16 Divisions", MASTERFORMAT 2004 "49 Divisions", and
UNIFORMAT which are the most common standards. These divisions are classified by
numbers and titles to use it in the construction industry for activities, work break down
structure (WBS), and estimating proposes.

2.13

Summary

According to the literature review, sustainable and green building design is
essential to build, operate, and maintain them in the construction industry in order to

reduce the impact of traditional building (unhealthy/sick) on the environment. This
chapter was briefly described the sustainability and its definition with the movement of
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green building. It is also, defined green building products and green materials with an
overview on the current implementation. In fact, the characteristics of green design are
not beneficial environmentally only but also economically and financially. Tendler
(1999) states that green buildings has other advantages, owners can save money by
reducing operating cost, saving energy, reducing waste, enhancing indoor air quality

(IAQ), and improving employees' productivity. Although, another benefits result from
applying the principles of green building and its practices. Sustainability also optimizes
site potential, protect and conserve water, optimize energy use,

and implement

environmental preferable products.

The future of environment is based on today's design which leads to have more

efficient and cost effective buildings. The most efficient way to operate and protect the
future design is to build sustainable buildings. Using green approach can help architect,
engineer, and contractor to pave the future of green designs. Implementing BIM
technology in the design process can help architect, engineer, and contractor (AEC) to

achieve

more

collaboration

and

cooperation

efforts.

Different

companies

and

organizations which are using sustainable and green design will contribute in to clean the
environment.

In all, green building brings many advantages and benefits to people and the
environment socially, economically, and environmentally. Studies that have been done
agreed that productivity of the building occupants and workers on the jobsite have
increased. The saving cost is another factor that is affected by green building. The evident
of choosing a good energy system, daylighting, ventilation and cooling can be beneficial.
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The main key for achieving green building goals is based on the high quality, efficiency,
and control system that have installed in the building (Castro-Lacouture, et at., 2009).

This

chapter has

also

reviewed

different

areas

that

are

previously done

theoretically and practically in Building Information Modeling (BIM) and green building

works. This literature review indicates the most important aspect of BIM approach and
green building design. Also, BIM technology can help AEC industry to implement and
generate green design. There are many factors that affect decision-makers for predicating
the performance of BIM technology in the construction industry.
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CHAPTER 3

BIM AND AUTODESK REVIT ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Introduction

One of the most common technology in the construction industry today is
Autodesk Revit Architecture that support the concept of Building Information Modeling
(BIM). The promise of change comes from implementing green building materials in the
design process. BIM and Revit as tool would provide architect, engineer, and contractor
(AEC) more details at the conceptual design stage. Users can use Revit tool to present

and analyze the project's complexity. By reducing errors in the traditional process of
doing design, BIM and Autodesk Revit specifically will change the future of AEC
thinking and creativity. Revit as 3D tool can change the traditional way of producing

drawings in a virtual building elements. As 3D modeling tool, Revit also assist
communicating documents and geometric properties. This chapter is an overview on

Revit as BIM tool and what are the characteristics of Revit that would help the
construction industry. Also, more details and explanations will give users a clear image
about the database structure of Revit. In fact, Revit is an excellent tool that can manage
the building data and keep the model updated and unified (Autodesk, 2009).

3.2 Revit Architecture

Revit Architecture is a platform for Building Information Modeling (BIM) with a
database system and a documentation system that helps to design and build project with
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complete drawings, scheduling, and materials quantity take offs. With the object oriented
database application the building can be viewed as plans, sections, and elevations. The

database in Revit Architecture consists of libraries full of families that are standards such
as doors, windows, walls, utilities, and furniture. For example, the objects have full
specification and information which are represented in parameters. Inserting one object in
Revit in the plan view, for example, this object will be automatically added in all other
views such as in plan, section or elevation view. Revit can be used from conceptual

design to the most detail construction drawings.

The output of using Revit is

comprehensive due to the fact that the project's team can understand the model more
because it gives them high quality and better documents coordination (Autodesk, 2009).

Architects, engineers, and contractors (AEC) can benefit from using Revit
Architecture in many ways. For example, making scheduling, detailing, customizing
families, and creating materials quantities take offs. In fact, creating schedules are very

comprehensive in Revit Architecture and any changes will reflect on the view. Revit
Architecture also provides extensive detail library, and these details are compatible with
the Construction Specification Institutes (CSI) MASTERFORMAT and UNIFORMAT.

It is believed that the detail libraries are well-managed and it can be modified and
shared. Other thing and very helpful is the parametric components which are known as
families. These components are the basics elements of building inside Revit Architecture.

Any change to these building's components will be reflected anywhere else. This
component comes in families, for example building furniture such as cabinet or bedroom
furniture, and building elements such as walls or windows.
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Moreover, the materials

quantity take off tool is powerful tool that help designers to track materials and schedule
them. Revit Architecture software provides an easy way to deal with the quantities of
building materials. This is important especially in sustainable projects, quantities takes
off can provide an accurate detail of materials and it is easy to track these materials
(Autodesk, 2009).

3.3 Rev it's Parameters

The parameters inside Revit are considered as the main concept of Building
Information Modeling (BIM). These parameters affect any object which can lead to
customize the properties of an element. Customizing these objects, to fit the project needs

is very helpful. The parameter of an object consists of multiple choices and options. For
instance, by selecting "window type-double hung" and pulling its a list of parameters,
this will directly generate a window object in the model with all its characteristics. In
addition, the window itself can be of different type such as a casement window, awning
window, or a fixed window. Adding a green window as a composite window from Alpen
Fiberglass windows will become a parametric object and imitate the real-world behaviors
and features. Furthermore, some information such as manufactures information, websites,

and even information that can be best described to communicate with architect, engineer,
and contractor can be added at any time.

3.4 Revit's Elements and Families

An element in Revit comes as families organized based on a classifications
system. The families are considered as a collection of objects, called types. Each of them
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comes as a category as shown in the Figure 6 which illustrates the basic object model in
Revit, and each of them belongs to a family that is categorized by Revit Architecture.

Revit Element (Family)
I
Category

Figure 6. The Essential Categorization of Revit Elements
Adopted from Mastering Revit Architecture Book 2010 (2009)

In addition, type in Revit is number of family and each type in the family has
specific parameters that reflect all the instances of the model, which are Type Parameters.

Revit Architecture has its own family that is predefined for every design.

3.5 Keynotes and Textnotes

The

important means

for communication between architect,

engineer,

and

contractor are the keynotes and textnotes. Keynote is very important and very crucial in
order to understand the design and construction intent. Designs drawings without textual
definitions and instructions are useless, not complete, and not helpful for contractors and

engineers. The benefit of the keynote inside Revit Architecture database is that it can be
standardized and scheduled. It is an element that is predefined and used in the model for
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annotations that relate text strings to particular element. It can be used as external link to
the element itself with specific style and specifications so it can be used as a Revit
family.

3.6 Revit and Materials Selection

Once the users use Revit for design, they can use the database to describe and
explain the selected materials. Users should define the appropriate material for their

project template. Materials are important to a project since it gives elements such a
special behavior such as concrete walls which have a definite color and pattern that
joined to other material and merge. These materials have special color and pattern that
reflect the surface of an element. Also, Figure 7 indicates materials surfaces and colors
patterns which are can be viewed when shaded or seen in 3D and elevation views.
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Figure 7. Materials Define the Surface Patterns in an Element
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3.7 Summary

The promise of change comes by implementing Revit Architecture as Building
Information Modeling technology which is an automated technology. Revit as BIM concept
has many advantages such as using the quantity take-off tool to improve the construction
industry effectively and efficiently. It can help users for estimating the project's materials.
Another factor that the elements inside Revit have attributes and specifications which are
include description, dimensions, location, (CSI) MASSTERFORMAT or UNIFORMAT

codes, and cost. The use of Autodesk Revit Architecture in today's construction will enhance
team communication and improve productivity. For instance, Revit support documentation
and storing information, all of these processes can be used for designing buildings, so, it

allows architect, engineer, and contractor (AEC) to visualize and add more information to the
building.
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CHAPTER 4

METHODOLGY AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Data Collection

The first process of collecting the needed data for this research was selecting a
source that includes the most favorable green building products. That source is The Green

Building Products: The GreenSpec Guide to Residential Buildings Materials 2008 3rd
edition by Alex Wilson, published by BuildingGreen, the most trusted source for green
building products. This is an important book because it contains valuable materials that

respect natures and the environment. This source of valuable information is a guide to
Architect, Engineer, Contractor (ACE) or homeowners and different organization. This
book was editing at BuildingGreen by people who are among the most knowledgeable
and experts in sustainability, energy efficiency, and environmental characteristics of
building products such as Alex Wilson and Mark Piepkorn.

The second part of the data collection is using Microsoft Excel 2007 spreadsheet,
to input and enter green materials from the book, the steps consist of the following:

-

Create a unique code for the materials name and type.

-

Type of green materials.
Simple description that describe the materials.
Specifications link which include, height, width, thickness, and other details.

Company website.
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-

Materials units

-

Cost if available for the product.

To get the best output from the creation of the proposed database, the following
criteria were taken:

-

Using Autodesk Revit to create a small building as a "prototype"

-

Adding new parameters inside objects to enter cost.

-

Customizing the building elements with new green materials and certified.
For integration purposes, creating an Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) file
through MS Access 2007.

-

Using the keynotes from the MS Excel Spreadsheet and link it with elements
through the objects parameter for estimating purposes.

This chapter will focus on the green construction materials and on developing the

database that includes valuable green materials. It can be used to provide the architect,
engineer, and contractor with clear image to design a comprehensive model. The
objectives of this thesis are developing a green building products database and integrat it
that with Building Information Modeling (BIM) after customizing Revit Architecture.

This research focuses on green materials which are adopted from The Green
Building Products: The GreenSpec Guide to Residential Building Materials by Alex
Wilson. Creating the green database, using the keynote text file and customizing the
materials inside Revit and linking that green products with its specifications can help to
generate green model.
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4.2 Model Development and Data Analysis

This section will represent the second methodology of implementing the database
to the model. It describes the process of using the database into Revit Architecture
software. The Revit Architecture database was redesigned and developed using green and
certified materials. The following is a detailed description of how the database was
implemented and the next section will explain the prototype implementation,

its

evaluation and performance.

The

Construction

Specifications

Institute

(CSI)

has

produced

the

MASTERFORMAT (1995) 16 divisions for the work breakdown structure (WBS). It is
well-known format that best suits the construction process. These divisions are very
important because of their familiarity within contractors and the manufacturing industry.

The latest version of the Construction Specifications Institutes (CSI) is the Master format
2004 has been developed and the CSI-16 divisions have been expanded to become "49
Divisions".

Revit platform has shaped the data flow and process. The prototype has been used
as a case study to implement the effectiveness of the database. The goal was to improve
the level of details of Revit's element using green materials. Manipulating the parameters
in the prototype's element gives a new way of performance. Through this research, the
interoperability concept seems to be possible.

Database development and project requirements diagram are illustrated in Figure
8.

The diagram includes the development of database
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for sustainability,

project

requirements,

green products

information,

design process

alternatives,

and

Revit

Architecture software as the Building Information Modeling (BIM) tool for integration
process.

—

•

-

Project Requirements

Green Dat*
*

•

Analysis

An
Design Process

Alternative

Integrated
DBMS and
BIM

Figure 8. Integrated Database Management System Process and
BIM for Sustainability
This chapter will explains and describe the procedures of the database and gives a
comprehensive details about its implementations. The database process implementation.
First, the project requirement, a green and sustainable design has many different choices
based on the materials selection, site, energy, and water usage. The second process is
using the green products in the design, it assists architect to select the most suitable

products for their model. The Database Management System (DBMS) and Building
Information (BIM) are the concept of integrating the projected design with the green and
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certified products. Figure 9 shows the process of developing green design; the last
process is developing the final step for designing a green model which has foil

characteristics of sustainable and green design.
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Figure 9. Database Management System (DBMS) and BIM for Sustainable Design

4.3 Revit Elements System and Database Management System Integration

The system design of the database should have the ability to store information and
it can be easily access. Revit software as a BIM technology provides elements which are
a well-managed through its Database Management System (DBMS). Through this
database the parameter information can assists architect to design and integrate this
database with green and certified materials in a conceptual design. Developing new
system for elements and families for Revit consist of two major parts, creating new
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keynote and new library of elements.

The following diagram Figure 10 indicates the new proposed Revit system. Using
Building Information Modeling (BIM) Technology through Revit Architecture database
will provide users with visualization. Users can choose Revit software to design and
develop a conceptual sustainable design by using the new database. A big picture and
clear image for sustainable design will become more understandable to architect,
engineer, and contractor. The database which includes keynotes file, elements, project
components, the design will become more mature and precisely defined.

Database
Development

Design Process

BIM

Traditional Way
(CAD), and others

Technology

software

(Revit)

Visulazation

BIM Integration

Architect, Engineer,
Contractor, and
Owner

Figure 10. BIM Integration Process and Revit Architecture

4.4 Database Organization Formats, Coding Systems

In this research, the database organization is important to the project. The coding

and numbering systems are the two aspects which are represent the relationship between
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data. In the construction industry there are three major formats used. The Construction
Specification Institutes assign alpha-numeric that includes codes categorized for items

and quantity take-offs. The CSI MASTERFORMAT 16 divisions is present the main
concept in this research.
It is very important to assign a unique code for each item which represent each
material in a separate line so that the database software (Microsoft Excel 2007) and
(Microsoft Access 2007) accepts these codes for an easy and simple usage. The coding
systems allow users to accelerate the process of retrieving any suggested information.

There are five-digit numbers and one letter that represent the divisions, sub-division,
elements, and materials name.

Other spreadsheets were developed and implemented to simplify the materials
description and specification for users to retrieve any information. These spreadsheet are
consists of 22 divisions which are followed the Alex Wilson book. As indicated in Figure

11 the coding system for this spreadsheet were created besides these tables and best
described in the following:

Main Division

Sub-Division

*

n n

►

0 0 0 0

(Materials Type)

*

Sub-Category

►

(Materials Name)

•

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
«

»

Figure 11. Using Numbering Systems for the Main Spreadsheet
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4.5 Database Development and Achievement

Developing

the

database

begins

by

identifying

the

construction

materials

specifications, using a unique and special code. Microsoft Excel 2007 was used to
redesign the database. The data source used is based on Alex Wilson book for green
building products and materials. This book provides a list of the most favorable websites
with green and certified products. Customizing Revit database such as through the
keynotes or creating new Revit families is the major key behind BIM integration. To

follow the construction industry work breakdown structure (WBS), the database is
created using the Construction Specification Institutes (CSI) MASTERFORMAT 16
divisions.
However, Revit's Families have been developed. The focus was to manipulate
with the parameters of Revit's elements by customizing the exsisting library. The major

focus was to manipulate the parameters of the elements inside the "Prototype". The goal
was to improve the detail level of green and recycled materials. The research attempted to

find a way that supports the interoperability concept needs. Revit database was developed
using two main steps which are the following:

Step One

Create Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet

By using Microsoft Excel 2007 to enter the green products using Wilson's source,

the spreadsheet are consisting of twenty four sections which are defied in the book, these
divisions includes; SiteWork & Landscaping, Outdoor Structures, Decking, Foundations,
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Footing, Slabs, Structural Systems & Components, Sheathing, Exterior Finish & Trim,
Roofing, Doors, Windows, Insulation, Flooring & Floorcoverings, Interior Finish &
Trim, Caulks & Adhesives, Paints & Coatings, Mechanical System/ HVAC, Plumbing,
Electrical,

Lighting,

Appliances,

Furniture

&

Furnishings,

Renewable

Energy,

Distributors & Retailers, and Miscellaneous. The main spreadsheets are useful to the
users for retrieving information about green and certified products for further research.

As an example of the main spreadsheets is Table 3, which is a representation of the 1st
division Sitework and Landscaping. This division includes many categories which
includes; Aggregate Surfacing, Brick Pavers, Erosion Protection, Flexible Paving, HydroMulching, Irrigation, Landscape Edging, Landscape Timbers, Native Plants & Seeds,

Operation & Maintenance of Plantings, Parking Bumpers (Car Stops), Pest Control

Devices, and more others. To make these products simple, the spreadsheet was divided
into an eight columns which includes: the code number, material type, materials name,
materials description, hyperlink to the specifications, manufacture websites, materials

unit, and materials cost respectively. Sample of the main spreadsheets are listed on the
Appendix A.
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Erosion Protection
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A Snapshot of The 1st Division of The Main Spreadsheet, Representing the Main Spreadsheets for the Green

Table 3

Step Two

Developing the keynote

As mentioned in chapter three, the benefits of the keynotes inside Revit

Architecture database can be standardized and scheduled. In this section the new database
has been created with green and certified materials, and green elements. The main idea is
customizes this database with new certified products that consists of an element to be
used later in the model for calculating materials quantity take offs. The following Table 4
indicates the main divisions in the keynotes.

Table 4

The Keynotes Inside Revit Using the MASTERFORM CSI (1995) Divisions Adopted
from Revit Software 2009
1000

Division 01 - General Requirements

3000

Division 03 - Concrete

5000

Division 05 - Metals

7000

Division 07 - Thermal and Moisture Protection

9000

Division 09 - Finishes

)ivision 04 - Mas(

■

)ivision 08 - Doors and Windo\

11000
2000

13000

Division 11 - Equipment
Division

Division 13 - Special Construction

nUHDBH
15000

Division 15 - Mechanical

Division 16 - Electrical
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The database was designed using the MASTERFORMAT (1995) 16 Divisions as
a guide to break down the items into category and the following Figure 12 is an example
for adding new green materials to the keynote system.

This is example which consists of the following: division name, sub-division
name, element name, and then materials name is represent the developed keynote.

Division Name
03: Concrete

Sub-division

Element Name

Materials Name

03100 Concrete Forms and Accessories
03120 Cast-in-place Concrete Forms

03120. Al Materials name and short description
Bigfoot Systems Model BF24 8" or 10" tubes - residential
Bigfoot Systems Model BF28 10" or 12" tubes - light commercial

Materials
description and

Specification

Bigfoot Systems Model BF36 12,14,16 or 18" footing forms
Fast-Tube diameters 6" to 24"

48" x 96", 19/32" GreenCore Plyform
TB 22" Fits 8"/10" Sonotube forms Concrete Volume 2.0 CF

TB 28" Fits 8710712" Sonotube forms Concrete Volume 4.5 CF

Figure 12. Division (03) Masonry using the CSI MASTERFORMAT 16 Divisions

Table 5 indicates the green materials that were added to the keynotes and an

example of that is division (02) Sitework in MS Excel 2007. There are plastic lumber
fences and other green material which are environmentally friendly recycled materials to
add new materials to the common keynote. The manufacture of these products used 100
percent plastic made and has high density polyethylene.
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Table 5

New Materials Appears into The Keynote Division (02) Sitework.

2800

Site Improvements and Amenities

2000

2800

2820
Walk, Road, and Parking Appurtenances

2800

02820.A1

Chain Link Fence

2820

02820.A2

Plastic Lumber Fences

2820

02820.A3

16' Plastic Fence Rail (2in x 6in)

2820

02820.A4

3 Rail Plastic Fence Post (6in x 6in)

2820

02820.B2

4-RAIL GATE KITS (10 ft. (3.05m) wide

2820

02820.B3

3-RAIL GATE KITS (10 ft. (3.05m) wide

2820

02840.A3

Bollard Aztec Plastic Lumber

2840

02840.A4

72" I x 6" w x 4" h Parking Rubber Wheelstop

2840

02840.A5

96" I x 10" w x 7" h Truck Block

2840

2840

Table 6 next represent part of division 08 which is consists of doors and windows.
It is another example of green and certified doors and windows products which were
added to the database. For instance, the GreenDor Series of doors agfiber core, it is solid
core panel type of door that are made from 100% recovered agriculture fiber. This is
product that make clean environment by reducing the emissions of harmful chemicals to

the environment, it is also formaldehyde free as well.

Table 6
Division (08) Doors and Windows
8200

Wood and Plastic Doors

8000

8210

Wood Doors

8200

8260

Sliding Wood and Plastic Doors

8200

08210.A1

1 3/8" Solid Core Door

8210

08210.A2

1 3/4" Solid Core Door

8210

08210.D1

1 3/8" Single Core Composite Door LD2500 GreenCOR Agfiber

8210

08210.D2

1 3/4" PerfectMatch Particleboard Core Doors

8210

08210.D3

1-3/4" PerfectMatch Fire-Rated Particleboard Core Doors

8210

08210.D4

1-3/4" PerfectMatch Fire-Rated Mineral Core Doors

8210

08210.D5

1-3/4" Environmental Class Particleboard Core Doors

8210

08210.D13

2 3/8" Green Classic Z Brace Arch Real Carriage Doors

8210
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Step Three

Customizing Revit's System Families
The creation of system families are based on using the previous resources for

adding parameters to the exsisting ones. In fact, developing such a windows, doors, and
wall families are considered in this research. By customizing and duplicating an exsisting

Revit's system family, it will add an important feature to the software.
The system families in Revit are different and they represent walls, floors, stairs,
windows and doors. For instance, walls are made from different type of layers which are
representing the real wall and construction materials. These layers have a core materials
with boundary which gives architect a possibility to add more layers into or outside the
core to the wall and create a generic wall. As illustrated in this chapter a wall family will
be created using green materials. The next Figure 13 shows one type of generic wall
using the new materials. The new wall has been created by duplicating an exsisting one
and user can manipulate and modify layers as needed to fit their needs.
Layers-

EXTERIOR SIDE

Function

Material

Thickness

wraps

1

Rnishl[4]

Masonry-Bride

01 3 5/8°

2

Thermal/Air Laye

Misc. Air Layers -

0" 3"

W
W

3

Membrane Layer

AT Barrier-Air In

0' 0"

m

4

Substrate [2]

wood - SheatNn

0' 0 3/4"

w

5

Core Boundary

Layers Above Wr o-o"

6

Structure [1]

Structure - light

7

Core Boundary

Layers BetowWr 00"

8

Membrane Layer

Vapor / Moisture

0* 0"

9

Finish 2 [5]

Finishes - Interior

0* 01/2"

WTfRJDRSM

0' 6"

—I

r

■
w

1

Figure 13. A Snapshot for Wall Assembly and its Layers

Duplicating wall families can be consisting of simple structure such as one layer
or as more complex one which have many different layers. All of these procedures of

adding or deleting the parameters are helpful to represent the proposed green materials.
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Therefore, architect, engineer, or contractor (AEC) can make the appropriate selection of

green materials for the project.
Figure 14 shows the Revit edit assembly dialog gives user the opportunity to
define the required layer based on the design needs and requirements. This dialog has
many parameters that can be modified and changed.

BaacWa«
Typ«:

Extenor-kama-EEBSonMtl. Stud

TaM thidmess:

l" 17/8"

Sample Hei^hf.

120' 0"

9 Wai
IJ Door

V 3 5/8"

0 Window
i* Component

ThermafAr Lave

0'3"

Membrane Layer

0' 0"

Substrate [2]

o1 0 3/4"

VHwt Inoor plan: ModKy ty *|

Figure 14. A Snapshot for the Edit Assembly Dialog Box for a Wall

The concerns are in the function, materials, and thickness parameters. First, the

function column gives many different chooses which are reflect the wall materials' layer
and how to interact with one another. For example, structure, it provides the structural
part in the wall which is support the rest of layers. Also, the function of substrate has
some advantage, this choice of layer represent the foundation of the wall such as gypsum

board or plywood. Moreover, the function of thermal and air barrier considered as
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insulation layer for wall. The function of the membrane layer is to represents the vapor

prevention. Also, there are two more functions which are representing the interior and
exterior finishes. The second parameter in the assembly dialog is the materials selection.
This is the most important part due to the fact that it validates the value of this research.
There are physical and graphical features behind using materials for a wall layer. When
user selects the most appropriate material for a wall structure, he/she can calculate the
quantity of that material and this information it can be scheduled.
The integration of BIM technology with Revit for sustainable purposes provide

architects with green and certified materials. The process seems to be applicable to all
types of elements and families inside Revit as seen in Figure 15. Once the user begins to
select the materials to define the proposed layers, the keynotes help him/her to enter the
materials name and its specifications through the materials dialog.
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4.6 Model Performance and Data Analysis

Building Information Modeling (BM) technology and Revit Architecture specifically
used in the construction industry by users' weather is in public sector or private. BIM has
approved for providing valuable information to both owner and the construction industry.

BIM technology provides architect, engineer, and contractor (AEC) with well-detailed
information which help them in the design process.

The developed model is a small building as "Prototype" and to test its validity from
the developed database. Using Revit Architecture software and BIM technology as an
integration concept to design and simulate a conceptual design. The most important thing is
how information could be useful and effective in this integration between BIM as a

technology and green building concept. Does BIM help to provide a green design to the
construction industry? How valid is Revit and BIM technology in providing green design at
the early stage of design process.

What type of contributions could Revit serve architect,

engineer, and contractor?

User can open Revit Architecture and start to begin to design normally. He/she

have to make sure that the new imperial family library is in the correct location. Architect
once using Revit for designing, with the use of green and certified materials will get an

opportunity to generate green design within the model design. The use of green materials
will help architect in conceptual design. Designers may begin to link the new keynote file
to the proposed project, Figure 16 represent how users can upload the file and attached it

to design. For example, for this building the keynote was selected from the "Setting"
Menu and choosing "Keynoting" will open a dialog to upload the keynote needed. Users
should select a path for the file.
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Figure 16. A Snapshots to the Dialog Settings and Selecting the Appropriate Path for the
Keynotes

The next step of that will be to entering the assigned materials with its
descriptions and relate that with its codes connectivity. Users may use the keynotes to

link elements with its associated keynote's code. The green materials that were added to
the Revit's keynotes are important because it gives a simple description to the green

products

and

materials.

Using

the

Construction

Specifications

Institutes

(CSI)

MASTERFORMAT 16 Divisions, Figure 17 illustrates the keynotes for the 16 divisions.
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Figure 17. A Snapshot of the Keynotes CSI 16 Divisions

For more detail, the following section shows what is the process for users to select

green materials for a basic wall?

As the model states that replacing materials in Revit

with the green materials such as using kama Energy Efficient Building Systems (kamaEEBS) is more efficient to the building design. Also, choosing "Selection 500" as spray

foam for sound insulation, using ecological exterior and interior paint are all green
materials with less maintenance and operating cost. Users may chose these materials
which have no affect on people and the environment.

It believes that BIM is a promising technology; it reshapes the construction
industry through its powerful ability through the feature of producing cost report.
However, in this prototype and using BIM can store data especially if this data accurately
entered into its database for estimating cost. For example, Autodesk Revit has the ability
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to build the database with accurate and detailed information. In this study a cost will be
assumed for the elements.

To elaborate, Figure 18 illustrates the selection of green windows such as

Anderson Windows to use it in the model. It consists of green materials which are
consists of different type of glazing layers that is more effective and energy efficient.
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Figure 18. A Snapshot for Type of Green Windows in the Keynotes

Another thing may users use to give better visualization to the real work is using

the elements family. The buildings' elements are the most important components in Revit
to represent a building such as walls, doors, and windows.

The following steps describe how the model implement and use green materials,
this is will explain in details how the keynotes and the buildings' elements library
database be used. Users can upload elements family from the library. For this building as
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"prototype" there are some element created specifically for this project. These elements
consist of windows, doors and walls. The elements for the "Prototype" has been modified
and customized previously. For example, Figure 19 shows how can user defined
parameters and link it with the assembly or keynotes system.
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Figure 19. A Snapshot of a Created Wall with New Layers

Choosing green materials using the MS Excel spreadsheet and create the generic
wall based on different type of layers gives the model better visualization to sustainable

design and sustainability. In fact, the spreadsheet provides users with most favorable
green products and materials to use. For instance, Figure 20 shows how user can modify
and customize the parameter construction and specifically "Structure" in the wall
properties and opening the "Edit" dialog to add new layers and using the green materials

from the database.
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Figure 20. The Structure Parameter inside a Wall Type Properties Dialog

In the type properties dialog of a wall, users can choose the edit icon under the
construction parameter; there are different types of layers to build the proposed wall. The
new layers were previously entered and modified with green materials to provide
architect, engineer, and contractor (AEC) with different type of materials. A small icon
appears besides each layer. User could click on the small icon besides the layer name and

another dialog will come up. This dialog has different type of green materials, the user
can choice and selects his/her favorable materials. The following Figure 21 will describe
these steps in detailed. These materials are important to designers and specifically to cost
estimators, to shows how much materials that wall have. Using Revit quantity take offs
tool will provide users with all of the materials used in the model and they can schedule
them.
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Figure 21. A Snapshot to Select the Green Layers in a Basic Wall

The integration of Revit and green products through Building Information (BIM)
technology for sustainability goals will open new way of thinking in design and creativity
specifically to architect, engineer, and contractor (AEC). Revit software create new

environment for storing information that benefit all the construction industry. Autodesk
Revit as BIM concept can be used to generate accurate building estimating based on
square foot or square meter.
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As illustrated in Figure 22, by using the new keynote, users can see many chooses

that give him/her the opportunity to select the most appropriate type of green and
certified materials such as using composite window. User can also enter the cost of that
type of window using the cost parameter on the parameter section. This is will be showed

in the materials quantity take offs schedule tool later for cost estimating purposes.
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Figure 22. A Snapshot of the Keynote in Revit with its external link to the Proposed
Green Windows Materials
As illustrated in chapter three keynotes are critical aspect to communicating
design and construction intent to architect, engineer and contractor (AEC). In fact, Revit
help users to do quantity take offs for all materials used in the model. For later use, it is
also to make an estimating and calculating the cost of those materials. For example,

through the materials quantity take offs tool, users can take off the whole proposed
materials or as part of that materials based on Revit's category such as walls, windows,
and roofs.
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Figure 23 indicates the materials quantity take offs for walls and windows which
were used in the model. For instance, using "Millgard Windows" or "Serious Windows"
types of green windows with its associated square foot area help users to predict the
volume of that material. For better result, the ODBC driver helps users to extract all the
project's materials into a spreadsheet for editing and manipulating purposes. Adding cost
and linkage to the extracted materials may help for producing cost data and materials
information.
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Figure 23. Materials Quantity Take offs For Windows

Creating schedules are very important task to architect. It consists of all lists of

elements, materials, and objects within the model. The materials quantity take offs tool in
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Revit is beneficial to architect, engineer, and contractor. It provides them with all lists of
materials and with its associated area and volume. Using Revit as drawing tool helps
users also to track materials changing at any time and in everywhere. For better

understanding, users may change element's material for a specific type of window in the
model, it will be automatically appears in all views such as elevation, section, and plan.
As the materials have been selected and identified, it easy for users to take off and
scheduled that materials.

In the "Prototype" for accurate and precise estimate, the materials were extracted
to a spreadsheet using ODBC driver to MC Access 2007. Figure 24 show the extracted

materials and with its associated descriptions, keynote, materials type, and other
information. The MC Access file includes the entire file database of the "Prototype" into
spreadsheet. Users can make making a relationship between these data and manipulate
them.
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Figure 24. MC Access Represent the Extracted Materials for the Windows which are
used in "Prototype"
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By looking to the materials that were extracted, they have volume that users can
estimate the cost for each of them after making the correct linkage and relationship.
Architect can use such information to develop the estimating of the proposed model.
Users also, can export the materials to MS Excel 2007 and manipulate and change data
later for estimating purposes.

In all, Revit Architecture has benefit architect, engineer, and contractor in many
ways include forecasting and visualizing a conceptual design for sustainable and green
design. This is will shift the construction industry to focus on 3D modeling and
particularly Revit. The first finding was the elements has tagged with the assembly codes,
and this not enough to have a complete information about the element. Since Revit gives
the user the opportunity to change and add parameters to the database within an object,
the creation of new parameters will enhance the model's level of details, so, it can be
used later for estimating purposes.

4.7 Summary

The methodology and model development contributes to the construction industry
by providing a green building products database that can help them to create green and
sustainable design. This chapter illustrates methods and ways to help users understand
and engage to design a conceptual green and sustainable building. Moreover, this chapter
indicates all the characteristics of green materials and specifications. However, the real
challenge comes with creating a green database fully integrated which provides green
products through the technology of Building Information Modeling (BIM) to architect,
engineer, and contractor.
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This chapter reviewed the methodology and model development. Tresearch has

limitations such as measuring the materials quantity take offs in Microsoft Access 2007
and making the relationship link to the extracted materials with the building elements.
Also, the keynotes need to be extended more to cover the CSI MASTERFORMAT 48

divisions. The benefits of using the new database are to give a short description to the
building's element. The extracted materials need to be quantified in more details.
Development and continues research to the recent database and assigning its associated
cost can help the design process for better information-enhancement and could be
beneficial.
The integration concept between Revit Architecture and Building Information
Modeling (BIM) for sustainability and green building design is the most important idea
behind this software and BIM technology. Developing Revit database is a successful
concept and great tool for green and sustainable conceptual design.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1

Conclusion

The main objective of this research was to develop a database that consists of
green materials and certified products. Integrated this database with Building Information

Modeling (BIM) can create a conceptual design for green and sustainable design. Storing
building products information and document in the model help architect, engineer,
contractor, and owner for better visualization. The 3D model provides a conceptual
design that support sustainability through the implementation of BIM in the design
process. Another factor to support sustainability is developing well-detailed green

materials into the built-model contribute to have better green conceptual design.
This research discussed the methodology to provide an initial steps to extend the
database management information system through Building Information Modeling (BIM)

for green and sustainable design in Autodesk Revit Architecture. The integration of green
materials document and BIM is useful by selecting each component and storing the data
needed such as linking keynote and products specifications documents.
According to this research BIM contributed in green and sustainable design by
implementing green and certified products and materials through the design process.
Moreover, BIM can assets in optimization, daylighting, energy analysis, water, and

materials. By using elements and items that fully consists of green materials in the model
design, it will provides architect, engineer, and contractor (AEC) better visualization to
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cover the whole model at the early stage of the design process.
Computer software applications with advance technology help users to understand

and clear the green and sustainable design to owners. It could be the best tool be
implemented and achieved in the construction industry. As an example, Building
Information Modeling (BIM) technology helps and supports the design team to deliver

green and sustainable design. BIM is a concept that gives architect, engineer, and
contactor (AEC) the opportunity to communicate and to have better decisions in advance

due to its powerful capability in green building design and sustainability. For instance, in
this research using green building products in the design enhance the model with well-

detailed green and certified information. In fact, using the quantity take off tool provide
users with the amount of recyclable materials, the volumes, and the areas of materials
used in the model.

5.2

Research Contribution

Based on the following list, the contribution of this research are:

-

A distinguish Revit Architecture database has been developed that is basically
for green products.

A very helpful database has been developed using Microsoft Excel 2007
consist of green and certified products for residential buildings.
-

Revit has been customized to fit the needs of users when they design green
buildings.
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5.3

Future Work

The present research have introduces Building Information Modeling (BIM) and
Revit Architecture as toll to integrate green building products database for a conceptual
design for sustainability. Architect, engineer, and contractor (AEC) are users who can

make enhancement to this database for future usage and it may includes:
-

This database can be expanded to cover commercial, institutional, industrial,
and health care facilities.

-

A detailed database that include an imperial and metric elements that can
generate more green products.

-

Expand the database format to cover the (CSI) (2004) MASTERFORMAT 48

divisions.

-

Developing an updated cost data based on the green products and materials
manufacture in the construction industry.
Integrate the database with R.S Means to develop an estimate for workers
productivity.

Expand the database for users to use Revit for Mechanical, Electrical, and
Plumbing to develop green model.

Using the extracted elements, materials into spreadsheet to link it with other
software to take off items and materials list for more accurate schedule and
estimating.

The database can be linked to review the requirement of The Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Rating System, developing a
database for calculating LEED Credits.
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APPENDIX A

Samples of Green Building Materials in Microsoft Excel 2007 Spreadsheet Based on
Alex Wilson Book
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Sample of table 02 Outdoor Structures includes; ID item, material name, description,
specification link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

The versatile compact-design push-rod actuator for hoisting tables

* locking devices, titling fixtures, slat adjustment, points switching
Wall Hung Trellis Panel

Greenscreen Trellising System

for use as a landscape accent on an existing wall or fence
* 50 year warranty. Insect and borer resistant, Rot and decay resistant. Load

Marine Construction

bearing and structural, Non-splintering, Low friction. Maintenance free, Color

& Equipment

—»—'- *

rot-proof, permanently colorful, and require no sealant thus

Barco Recycled-Content Products

Bedford Technology Recycled-Plastic
Products

Benches & Pcnc Tables & Planters
i

ny years of use, durability and dependability.
!

Trimax Structural Lumber is a patented formulation of fiberfill and recycled milk

;

jugs. Together, these ingredients form structural components that allow the

i The benefits of using recycled skis and snowboards are twofold: First, valuable
! resources are saved, and second, the resultant products are superior to wood
2nd Site Systems

Benches. Picnic Tables, & Recycling
Receptacles

Benches, Picnic Tables. Waste
Receptacles. & Planters

j

i-fai-

Recycled High Density Polyethylene (ReHDPE) plastic.

i

|

n

Our plastic lumber is a solid, non-hollow foamed recycled product made from

Outdoor Seating &

Tables. Plastic

!..»—t,

Timbers

Trimax

Outdoor Seating &

i~a I

Recyded-Plastic Decking, Docks, &

Reccycled-Plastic Lumber Product!

Tables. Othar

Anna/

iCAUsers

• 2nd site systems utiizBS a patented slat design of 100% recycled plastic lumbar ;
i reinforced with recycled steel bar. Products include park beneches. picnic tables,

i
;

Barco Products has been providing happy customers with commercial site
furnishings and amenities since 1985. A trusted industry leader.
Low maintenance - never need painting, staining, treating, or sealing

• Impervious to water - wil not mold, rot, or mildew

|
recycling products since 1964 and each of the items made from the 100%
;
i recycled plastic Re-Plast lumbar developed by Cascades that is presented here j
EagleOne site furnishings offers site amenities, including benches picnic tables
and recycling receptacles, made from recycled HDPE.
offer a large selection of park equipment and commercial grade site furnishings,
including outdoor tables, grills, benches, trash containers, drinking fountains,

Conservancy Series-Benches, Pcnc
Tables, & Recycling Receptacles

Made of 100% post-consumer plastic, with no industrial waste or other filler
added, the Earthcare Recycled Plastic replaces wood components on benches

EPS Recycled-Plastic Lumber &

Outdoor Furniture

high-quality, long-lasting plastic outdoor furniture for both public and private use.

,

Perennial Park Outdoor Furniture

100% recycled plastic products tret are HEAVY-DUTY, LONG-LASTING
alternatives to traditional materials.

Pilot rock site furnishings are made from recycled HDPE and LDPE plastic. The
plot rock line includes beneches, picnic tables and car stops.
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Sample of table 04 Foundations, Flooring, and Slabs includes; ID item, material name,
description, specification link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

Autoclaved Aerated

Autodavsd Aerated Concrete (AAC) blocks: AAC blocks shall have a minimum

Concrete Blocks

net area compressiva strength of 580 psi and a minimum dry density of 31 pcf.
Because of their resistance, dimensional precision, less weight and easy

installation. Contec Blocks offer lower construction times, less waste and
E-Crete provides significant advantages to commercial building occupants and
j

homeowners over other building materials. Escalating cooling and heating costs
Raw Materials consist of Recycled Post-Industrial Waste. Non-polluting
Manufacture. Resource Efficiency. Low Energy, Healthier Indoor Air Quality

Bentonita

Waterproofing

I

!

Bwltonite Waterproofing System

j

Volt9x Ds is ideal 'or waterproofing under slabs and property line applications

under slabs, Voltex DS can be installed directly over a properly prepared

i LITEX Brand lightweight aggregate is well suited for concrete masonry, structural

Lafarge Ughtweigh Co
Cast-in-Place

te Aggregate;

arxj non-structural concrete, soil stabilization, and horticulture and landscaping
Bigfool Systems® Model BF28 accepts 10" or 12" tubes - residential or light

Bigfool system Footing Forms

Concrete F

commercial

They are economical to use. Minimum bracing is required. They are lightweight
Caraustar Concrete Column F

and easy to handle. Also, they can be cut on the job with a cordless saw or
-.

fabric is extremely efficient in transferring fluid loads to the restraining ties.

K \ Typically fabric is 200 to 300 times lighter tan a comparable rigid forn? offering
i

Geotube Reusable Plastic Column
Forms

j

Recycled-Paper Formworks/Bnck

i Surevoid produces a range of corrugated paper construction products, referred to

Ledger Void Forms

commonly as void forms or carton forms.

Sample of table 05 Structural System and Components includes; ID item, material name,
description, specification link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

05 Structural Systems & Compts

Most beautiful masonry , Extremely erosion resistant. Energy efficient (because
of the thermal flywheel effect) Compatible with cement based mortars and
The Adobe Factory builds custom Kivas or Hornos with our specialized mud brick
that is 4" x 5" x 7" and 10" long hand made and formed for this purpose. The brick

Adobe Factory

New Mexico Earth Adobes produces three types of adobes: the fully stabilized
New Maxico Earth Adobe

the semi-stabilized, and an unstabilized block. The fully stabilized are used for
E-Crete blocks are a solid, high-performance concrete block used for over 75

Autodaved Aerated

years in a variety of commercial,x industrial and residential construction

Concrete Blocks

nd thermal isolation causing it to maintain

reinforced concrete walls and foundations offer structural, energy-saving and cost-

Reddi-Deck Floor and roof-Deck ICF

DKO501020
Comentitious

DW0601022

I

h
Reinforced Panels

Tridipanel

Clay Blocks

Cunningham Bricks

saving advantages over traditional stick-frame construction and standard insulation
Tridipanel is a building system which extends the protection of your home against
natural and accidental damages while keeping the cost of construction below the
LtAirt biala acta- dama/M

i Cunningham Brick Company, Inc. of Lexington, N.C. announces that it's Cleveland

'

County Plant is the first brick plant in the United States to earn a Third-Party

Thin-Sliced Salvaged Chicago Brick
PC GLASSBLOCK® adds light, style and warmth, transforming your designs into
Grey Block and GlassStone

Omni Block
Engineered Lumber
Products

Certified Engineered Wood

rd-winning masterpieces. Let PC GLASSBLOCK® windows, walls, shower
system installs the same as standard concrete block. Additionally. OMN BLOCK

is cost effective and extremely energy efficient offering high resistance to fire and
rkets, designs, sells and manufactures glulams. l-joist, and open web
trusses for roof and floor systems.
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Further, SSI can supply a variety of other
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Sample of table 06 Sheathing includes; ID item, material name, description, specification
link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

06 Sheathing

Energy Block

fiberplace draftstopper

the battic door attic stair

The "Energy Block- is designed to fit a 2X6 wall, but can be modified to fit a 2X4 j

wall. The total installation can be accomplished without electricians in less than 2 j

The Draft Stopper is an inflatable urethane pillow measuring 38' x 16'. It is quickly) Lar9*
and easily installed in the fireplace just below the damper level.
i Draftsl°P

Theonlystair cover ioTneet the new MA State Building Codes! Section iioSzif] Model
Access Openings: 'Access doors, hatches, scuttles, pull down staircases and

j 22x54 fits

An essential component of any home is the thermal barrier as shown below in

!

ange. Its purpose is simple: keep the temperature at a comfortable level when j

Fire-Resistant
Sheathing Board

] 4-way floor deck, N.C.F.R., Sfirestall
i

roof deck
Microstrand

i

pyroblock fir-retardant particleboard

Homasote® structural fiberboard product

used in residential and commercial i http://ww

building. Among its applications are exter

tical sheathing, sound control, roof! w.homas

Made7romlghtweight!higlvstrerfltrtagricultural fiber, En
MfB.'-l-C

it

Biocomposite
te_

t

J=

J

! www energvsentrvs

"["idth [^'^^i
._).-..

...—

Panel Source International, Inc. ("PSI") focuses exclusively on the manufacturing ! http://ww www paneisourcg n j

j
tal forest products including products that are FSCi jw.panelsoj

MDF, & plywood

Thermo-ply® is made to be strong. Thermo-plys drectonalized fiber and cross i http://ww jvvww.covalencecoat!
laminated 4 ply construction provides excellent dimensional stability and strength, jw.covalenj
;

enerMax Radiant Barrier Sheathing

!

Fiberboard-Regular & high Density

Fiberboard Insulating Sheathing

Polar-Ply Radiant-Barrier
Sheathing(lncluding ;

PrywoodS OSB) j

AdvanTech OSB

Certified Pine Plywood

Home comfort is a combination of several factors: air infiltration and moisture
permeability, together with insulation are the most basic. Enermax is the only

; 1/2- x 4'i
j x 8'1

,

jwww.huebertfiberboj
ard.com

remium Insulating Sheathing is an earth friendly product made of 80% recovered
and recycled products including hardwood or sugar cane fibers.

! www.kniqhtcelotax I

iriorrb.co i

Polar-Ply RB-R is comprised of aluminum foil laminated to both sides of
heavy kraft paper and flanged on two sides for ease of installation.

jj

ZIP System® wall sheathing has a built-in, water-resistive barrier that lets you say! bM//ww! www.huberwood.co j

|goodbye to housewrap forever. Simply install the panels, tape the seams, and voujwhuberw;
Plyform, also known as BBOES, is a structural wood panel composed of a B-

grade face and back and C-grade inner plies cross-banded for strength. Both

i(htto://wwi www.rovomartin.co j

iw.rovomal

Sample of table 08 Roofing includes; ID item, material name, description, specification
link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

Clay Roofing Tiles

Our clay roof tiles are manufactured to withstand harsh climatic conditions and
environments. Our tiles are non-combustible, long lasting, virtually maintenance
on*

Clay Roofing Tiles

Clay Roofing Tiles

Claylite & ClayMa

Ludowici Clay Roof tile are avaialable in 47 stanadard profiles and 43 standard

colors in matte, gloss, weathered, sanded and combed finishes.
With an increasing demand for environmentally-friendly and energy-efficient
products, MCA's day roof tile, in an array of colors, has earned a Cool Roof

US Tile clay roofing products are all natural, 100% recyclable, with a recycled
material content of up to 70%, minimizing the environmental footprint and
The Nu-Jok™ fastening system is a brand new approach to slate roof instalation

Any professional roofing contractor can install this roof. It requires no traditional

i

Reclaimed Natural Salvaged Slate S
Clay Tile Roofing

! Salvaged Clay & Concrete Tile Roofing

Often easier to match up with the existing roof than new products
* Instantly gives the appearance of refined age in a new building.
These concrete tiles represent salvaged and historic concrete tiles by Hawthorne
Skandia. National Tile Industries, Strauss, Bame, Waterseal. Buckholtz.

Salvaged Slate & Clay Tile Roofing

Salvaged Slate & Clay Tile Roofing
Fiber-Cement
Roofing Shingles

Naturals Roofing

Naturals roofing is a polymer-modified fiber-cement product available in rustic
shake or Quarry slate styles

Manufactured from 100% recycled plastics and providing superior water drainage,
this revolutionary system provides an economical and environmentally sustainable I
Roof Solutions is a manufacturer and supplier of components for the Green;

Roof construction industry. Our customers are Architects, Landscape Architects, i
Excellent durability, Protects waterproofing during and after backfill
Conforms to irregular surfaces and corners, Waffle design creates open flow
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Sample of table 09 Doors includes; ID item, material name, description, specification link
file, material website, material's unit, and cost.

Coposite Door,

j

is environmentally responsible, designed for sustainable building and

GreenDor Agfiber Dor

free of formaldehyde resins. The LD2500 Greencor contributes to the LEED
VT Industries designs and crafts the finest flush wood veneer, stile & rail, profiled

Agriflber Core Architectural Doors

and high pressure decorative laminate (HPDL) doors available

made from rapidly renewable resource and recycled content cores with the finest
wheatcore Doors & Cabinets

Metal Doors &

Operation &
Maintenance of

quality veneers. Humabuilt Wheatcore Doors are the most beautiful, sustainable
> steel entry door has an EPS foam core and is avialable with low-e

contours steel doors

j
!

coated insulating glass.
s environmentally-friendly and cost-affective alternative to purchasing

GenYDoors Resurfacing System

new doors for renonation projects.
Marshfield's Durable Doors have a longer life cycle and can take a Ngh degi

Certified Stave Core Doors

abuse with little maintenance - no protective edge guards, kick plates or edge

Eggers1 expertise in sustainable practices can help contribute towards green
Certified Wood Doors

building

flush wood veneer and stile and rail doors are both available in a variety of wood
Certified Wood Doors

species, with standard or custom-matched stains.

Interior & Exterior Doore

Here at the Bead & Batten door, all of our i

ire custom built. Depending on

the type of wood you choose, our style of d>

its traditional and contemporary

^urekori Platlnumi Door Corei is an engineered core specifically designed for the

Purekor Platinum Door Core

environmental consumer. It contains no added Urea Formaldehydei. la FSCi

Redaimed-Wood Building Products

doors are made from beautiful, clear vertical grain Douglas Fir. Fir is used for the
Redaimed-Wood Carriage Doors

k because it provides maximum structural strength for tha least weight.

providing detailed grade descriptions of our wood products with siass, pricing, and
Redaimed-Wood Products

all the facts you want to know before ordering. We deliver 100% useable

Redaimed-Wood Products

Executive Door has tested 1 '/•' raised panel Environmental Doors and fire doors ;
Recycled-Content Wood Doors

through an independent testing laboratory for their resistance to sound

Sample of table 10 Windows includes; ID item, material name, description, specification
link file, material website, material's unit, and cost.

fibertec fiberglass wind. ♦ foam-insulated frames, it can include heat mirror/low-e

Ugh- Performance Fiberglass

coating/argon gas-fill

Alpen Windows is your source of Ngh quality, energy efficient windows In a variety of

Alpen Fiberglass Windows

frame materials. We offer a wide range of products featuring Heat Mirror® films in our |

Hgh-Perfomance Fiberglass Windows

i to paint over these coatings. Fibreglass thus offers a truly low maintenance finish, as j

Notwiths*tanding°thTdurability of theiactory-appied finishes, it is nevertheless possible;

j

umll nn riftninn ftmrhi'tfii ^^tfr-TT- t-^ ■—*- -*

»" u.jni~ ...a*^..*

I

Hgh-Perfomance Fiberglass Windows

I

efficiency. That would be environmentally friendly in manufacture and In tha home.

;

Hgh-Perfomance Fiberglass Windows

i

! Windows with durability that would last for generations. That would maintain energy

!

Pultruded fiberglass materials have MUCH lower conductivity than materials such as

aluminum. The low conductivity of tha material allows the creation of more energy

Hgh-Perfomance Fiberglass Windows

!
Hgh-Perfomance Fiberglass Windows

Thermotech's fiberglass windows feature pultruded fiberglass Uneals and offer an

| exciting alternative to metal, plastic, or wood frame windows. Thermotech's fiberglass

j

HglvPsrformance Windows

UKrex® provides exceptional aesthetics, outstanding durability, and standard

Integrity Fiberglass Windows

ENERGY STAR-qualified performance. Six exterior finishes combine with pultruded
!

Renewal by Andersen Wind.

Renewal by Andersen® replacement windows are made from Andersen's exclusive

j

In addition to offering beautiful clear and patterned solutions, AGC Flat Glass can

!

I Fibrex® material. TNs breakthrough composite combines the strength and stability of |

J

Industry Representation

y.sffidentwindo i

The Efficient Windows Collaborative

ws.oro

!

Comfort E2, Comfort Tl, & Solar Glass j apply the industry's most advanced low-« coatings-Comfort E2™ and Comfort Ti™-to j

Heat Mirror Glass

*"t"He^tTlirror®<is'a°'low-ernissfvity coated*fiim product suspended inside an Insulating"f
j

glass unit. The result is a triple unit with two airspaces without tha weight of triple

!

j advanced energy-conserving Lo E' (low-e cubed) insulating glass products help homes;
LoE2& LoE3

| to significantly reduce peak and annual energy consumption. The prevention of CO2 t

j.-.-
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Sample

of table

11

Insulations

includes;

ID

item,

material

name,

description,

specification link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

* Excellent Thermal Performance. Reduces Heating & Cooling Cost. Easy T
The insulator

Use and Install. Class-A Fire Rating. No Itch or Skin Irritation
Golden Glow flangeless batts are designed for installation between wood or steel

Fiberglass Insulation

stud exterior wall framing .

ACFoam
ROXUL® products are mineral wool fibre insulations made
Mineral Wool Insulation

from basalt rock and slag This combination results in a noncombuslible

CertainTeed has been making quality building products for more than 100 years

Certain Teed Insulation

and is part of the largest building materials company in tha world. Samt-Gobain

Climatizer Plus and Envlro-Batt

Formaldehyde-free Insulation Batts
InsulCot Cotton Fiber Insulation is safe for you and good for tha environment. Our
patented process gives you a high quality safe alternative to Insulating your home.
■ UltraTouch is made from high quality natural fibers. These fibers contain inherent

Ultra Touch Natural Fiber Insulation

;

qualities that provide for extremely effective sound absorption and maximum

Polyiao is the highest R-Value per inch insulation in tha industry Excellent RValues reduce energy demands while maintaining compatibility with all types of

; Roxul ComfortBatt Thermal Home Insulation keeps your home warm in the winter
i and cool in tha summer for more comfortable living all year round. Installing Roxul

I

""The EP^ns^fcn°m)dtled"has a density of 1.o1b/ft3 and an R°-Value of R- J

; 3.85 per inch. The study evaluated EPS board stock insulation with a value of R-4;

Sample of table 12 Flooring and FlooringCoverings includes; ID item, material name,
description, specification link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

12 Flooring & FlooringCoverings

Homasote 440 SoundBarrie

special-density, structural board
environmental

+ComfortBase

Floor/Ceiling systems with QuetWood 831 have shown a 3OdB improvement in
high-heel footfall noise with no poured gypsum/concrete required
' Reduces "click-clack" footfal noise. Protects your flooring investments
SoundStop Interior Substrate

* Offers superior thermal insulation, Environmentally Friendly
it is flexible tile backer board for kitchens and other interior building locationa with

Backing Boards and

or without high moisture loads and it's made with 100% recycled materilas.

Underlayments

DensArmor Plus Abuse-Resistant Interior Panels deliver better abrasion,
DensArmor Plus and DensSrueld

indentation and soft body impact resistance than standard Type X gypsum board
FIBEROCK® brand AQUA-TOUGH™ underlayment is engineered to meet water,

Fiberock Brand Aqua Tough Panels

mold and indentation resistance needs

Fiberock Brand Aqua Tough
Underlayment/ Tile Backerboard

Quality bamboo makes a beautiful, warm, environmentally friendly floor that can
Green Wood Bamboo Flooring

ba enjoyed for many years. Since the manufacturing of bamboo flooring has so

Avanti Bambo is made from Moso bamboo, considered to ba the most durable
species of bamboo.
Bamboo is. by far, the most efficient plant on this planet at sequestering carbon.lt
Bamboo Hardwoods Flooring

converts carbon dioxide into carbon blomass and oxygen 365 days a

Bamboo Mountain7* bamboo flooring is a unique alternative to other hardwood
floors. Manufactured to stringent standards. Bamboo Mountain™ bamboo flooring
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j

Sample of table 13 Interior Finish and Trim includes; ID item, material name,
description, specification link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

Acoustical Callings |

Acoustical CeNings Panels and Ties

! offer products that are environmentally acceptable, safe, and effective when used

j

as intended. We use recycled and sustainable raw materials in product

! Mineral Fiber and Glass Based Drop-in i
Ceiling Tile
j

12" X 12" Tin Look™ and HomeStyle* mineral fiber ceiling tiles are instated
directly to the ceiling with furring strips or adhesive. And, they're paintable to
BASWAphon, a green product, is a superior 'acoustical plaster* with a

BASWAphon Acoustic Insulation

dramatically high NRC Rating and a strikingly beautiful appearance.
!

CitiLog is unique in that we offer Full Circle Upcyding (CitiLog FCU) We take

| trees that have fallen down, are being removed as part of a constructor! project
The Debris Series features over 112 glaze colors and contains over 50% recycled

Debris Series Ceramic Tie and Pavers j materials, creating one of the most beautiful, sustainable ceramic products on the

!

The Natural Hues on Eco-Body is a recycled, "green" clay body available in all

;

Natural Hues colors, field tie sizes and coordinating trim shapes. Recycled
tbsJw?n-hndu_ it Ja .tbk

Certified-Wood

! B. W creative wood speciaized in stair parts fabricated of FSC certified white fir

Stairs and Railings

|

Natural Cork is environmentally correct as well as improving health and comfort

for human indoor Irving.

Sample of table 14 Caulks and Adhesives Windows includes; ID item, material name,
description, specification link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

; Chem-Calk 600 is a white, paintable, water based, slconized acrylic latex caulk
for general purpose architectural sealing.

Liquid Nails Brand Supercaulk and
Painter's Caulk

!A "9XIDle' paintable acrylic caulk that gives a mildew-resistant seal on a variety of
i in*30r and outdoor applications. This easy-working caulk cleans up with water !
_

|_

part, water based acrylic/ silicone sealant with a voc
content of 31 g/l with 11 standard colors.
A versatile all-purpose caulk. Phenoseal®
Vinyl Adhesive Caulk is perfect for almost

Quick Shield VOC-Free Sealant

! it is a white, one part, quick-setting, interior/exterior flexible sealant that contains
no VOCs, and it is resistant to water within S minutes

Thermflex 834 and Tremco Spectrem 1 j

Ar Duct Closure Systems and Air Duct jRCD M«stics "» carefully formulated to provide permanent, air tight, flexible, and j
i weather resistant repairs and installations on HVAC air ducts, thermal insulation j

i A versatile, all purpose duct sealant for use on all types of metal duct, glass fiber
duct board,

• UNI-M ASTICTU 181 Duct Sealer is a water-based product for sealing joints in al
,

types of HVAC duct systems. It provides excellent adhesion to metal duct,

!

Hiti foam and construction chemicals are designed to seal, insulate, and bond

! buiding structures. From insulating windows to filing gaps around pipes, vents

Pur Fil 1G is our most versatie foam! It's a moisture-curing foam that expands in

place to bond and seal holes and gaps, stopping the passage of air, gases,

Weatherstripping and Gaskets

i

j M-D manufactures a wide range of weatherstripping and weatherizatbn products.

Weatherstripping and Gaskets

j DSA20 Drywall & Construction Adhesive, to LUMBER LOCK and LUMBER LOCK i

G Subfloor Adhesives. you never have to sacrifice bond strength or durability

!

i

j

Sample of table 15 Paints and Coatings includes; ID item, material name, description,
specification link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

15 Paints & Coatings

it is biodegradable, plant and mineral-based products free of petrochemicals and
artificial resins
Crafton, a green, low V.O.C product, is water based, multi-colored, odorless,
flammable emulsion paint suitable for spray application. Crafton is for

it 100% acrylic resin formula wich contains a low-toxic zinc compound for mold
and mildew protection.

s an exterior wall finish on stucco, concrete, masonry and natural stone it is
lued for it's , Durability , Breathability. Lightfastness and, Resistance against
Ecological Paint is one of the first green, friendly
which has bean formulated especially for che

ter based acrylic urethanes
lly sensitive people and

Fuhr internationals heritage series low to zero VOC coatings include stains,
sealers, and p

environmental awareness has led to increasing levels of demand for
environmentally compatible paints which are durable and of high quality

The benefit to this typeof IggshelilsThat ifi's'exiremeiy washableTreieasing dirt
easily and Keeping its fresh look. It is the perfect coating for

Safecoat Exterior Satin Enamel

Silacote Mineral Silicate Paint

Exterior Stains and j
Finishes

SILACOTE penetrates into the inorganic masonry substrate and petrifies, forming

a micro-crystalline structure that helps to reflect heat. As it is not a thin film sitting i

9400 and 9400W Impregnant

wild Exterior Stains and FH

Broda Pro-Tek-Tor

BioShield Healthy Living Aqua Resin Stain Finish is a solvent-free water-based,

Zero VOC, low-drip, resilient wood stain finish for interior and exterior
i wood naturally contains water, it penetrates deeply — even if the surface i

is damp or the wood is green. Natural Oils and rich pigments are carried into the !

J

Sample of table 17 Plumbing includes; ID item, material name, description, specification
link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

Composting is the breakdown of organic matter in the presence of aerobic
rganisms. This is the same process that happens wherever organic matter is

it a batch composting toilet that processes waste faster and more completely
without faking.avialable from Gaiam Reak Goods
Envirolet Cleantech Sanitation

Sancor'd Envirolet composting toilets are available as waterless serf-contained,
waterless and low water models wth a separate composting chamber below, a

By using a mixture of biodegredabie soap and water, the foam flushtoilet moves
waste through a conventional 4" pipe

Sun-Mar Compositing Toilet

Domestic Water
Heat Exchangers

GFX Wastwwater Heat Recla

HRP-Heat Recovery Option

Power-Pipe Drainwater Heat Recovery

Baxi Niagara Tankless Water Heate

Flash and Mobius Tankless Wate

The Sun-Mar system produces no pollutants, while collecting nutrients. With a SunMar, recycling is made easy!

The GFX gravity film exchange drainline heat recovery device is a section of 2",
3" or 4" coper wastewater drainpipe warpped by a coil of 1/2" copper supply line
makes a heat recovery option or desuperheater that uses a heat exchanger to

capture the waste heat from air conditioning units.
the power-pipe installs a vertical plumping drain stack, recovering heatentery

from draining water to warm an incoming cold wate

Baxi's global commitment to quality, safety and environmental protections is
assured throughout North America.

suited for residential and commercial applications and have no pibt, so standby |
l
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Sample of table 18 Electrical includes; ID item, material name, description, specification
link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

Alternative Energy

Balance of Syste

it a high efficiency products, lightweight, DC-to-AC inverters fo

Fronius Grid-Tied Inverters

resindential-scale PV power applications

c.

GEPVp-200-M
GE Solar Systems & Module

nodized frames, convenient mounting acce

GridPoint Support Services provides utilities with a comprehensive service

GridPoint Connect Backup PV Syste

offering to ensure success from economic analysis through implementation
Xantrex Technology, formerly trace engineering, and it is the most widely
used inverters for PV and wind power system
it provides balance-of -system compnants including inverters, solar charge

controllers, communication managers, and range of other components and
it produce high-eficiency products power control products for the
renewable energy field
Smart Power M-Series Solar Power
Conversion

The Smart Energy Matrix 20 MW Frequency Regulation Plant is a
sustainable energy storage system designed to

Our new HPV series of controllers utilize Current Boosting,
Power Point Tracking technology!

Unirac's PV Pole Mount solutions deliver flexible, proven designs and
durability anywhere in the field. From a single, 5-watt module to 100
Batteries for
Alternative Energy

it has deep-cycle, lead -acid batteries for solar applications feature dual

Deep-Cycle, Lead-Acid Batteries

containers to withstand rough handling and prevent acid leakage

GridPoint Connect Backup PV Syste
Building Integrated
Photovoltaic

this company provkJs the balance-of-syst
backup power syste

it serves as both a roofing product and a solar-electric power source

Sunslates

Sunslate are fiber-cement shingles into which PV cells have been

Sample of table 19 Lighting includes; ID item, material name, description, specification
link file, material website, material's unit, and cost.
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Cold Cathodes come n ararbow of colors - dear, frost, LV, white, yellow, blue, I

green, red, and pink. Cold Cathode lamps are ideal for rapid flashing

www trpi mm

Compact Fluorescent Lamps

Replaces standard bubs for lamps and light fixtures. Incandescent comparison
25WT2 Technology Ideal for: This CFL fits in a refndgeratorTtis CFL fis in a

www light<aifamerr.

Correct F,uor«c«t Larr,s

| "* «*««—• -"t&'&S&Ztf* "«»«**<*"«

Cold Cathode Sperialy Lamps

Dimmable Cold Cathode Fluorescent
Lamas & Cans
Fresh2Ti

www.lirikigNs.net

12 Watt Dimmable Light Emittiig Dode (LED) GX-53 pm based Surface Moulted
Recessed Lighting Fixture that mounts to a Carlon A5I5DE 2 Hour Fire Rated

www.Axiompowerc

! $45.00

nrp rnm

it is line of compact fkjorecent lamps from TCP awalabie in 14,23 and 27 watts

www.tcpi.com

that n addtion to provide ight i has titanium dioxds coatng that breaks down

www fjpllirjW^j

GE CFL gjndudbn Lamps

j

1

Lumatech Compact Ruorescent Lamps
Maxtte Compact Flourescent Lamps

Micro-Brie Cold-Cathode CFL

Lumatech manufactures a variety of CFLs including the reflect- astar, microlamp,

www rarpanlprliijhtl

and twist lamps

njmrn

Manite Sk America manufacures CFLs with integral electronic balasts

wwwma^com

it is rated at 18,000 1025,000 hou-s and available n various cobrs, sizes, and

J

,

. .-

i

1

wwwwft<4inahniRiili

i

,

Phiips compact fluorescent lamps
combine the economies of fluorescent

SurparkTweted-TubeCFLs

Sunpark Electronic Cor p produces several sizes of compact, twisted-tube CFLs

_

www kgrtng phips
nnm/nam

www.sunpkco.com

i

TCP Compact Fluorescent Lamps

Westhghouse Compact Fluorescent
Lamps

www trpi mm

.i
Westinghouse Lighting is the only company that offers this many high- quaity
lighting products under one roof.
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Sample

of table

20

Appliances

includes;

ID

item,

material

name,

description,

specification link file, material website, material's unit, and cost

Ariston appliances are studied to guaranty Quality and Performs

ible to work in total safety and silence in order to accommodate
Asko Dishwasher

ASKO is an international corporation with a full line of high-performance washers,
dryers and dishwashers. ASKO appliances still do a better job of cleaning with a
rintnrrwr** "* "^:—.—. ~^-«.

ter efficiency. Thaf s the story behind

Dosch Dishwashe

Equator Dishwashers

GE Dishwashers

KitchenAid Dishwashers

arc manufactured to the strictest

Equator Dishwashers offers model CD400. acompact dishwasher w
factor of 0.9. which is 76% better than yi-he energy star standrd
their model GSM18"J in the Monogram line is rated at 282KWh operating
electercity per year.
KitchenAid's Compact, single dr

dishwasher model KUDDO1S in theia

chitect line exceeds energy star

threshold by 97% with an

Siemens Dishwashers

o Exclusive variable speed 1/2
horsepower commercial-type motor
Residential Laudry
Appliances

Ariston Clothes Washer-Dryer

i of laundry from Anston is not only efficient in it's operation, with

gy rating in it's class, but also provides an opportunity to create
Nexxt® 600 Series washers are so efficient they are 102% above federal
standards, with more gentle fabric care, superior cleaning results and quieter
I the Dryer-ELL dryer-duct elbow is 4" diameter, large-radius elbow with a smooth

interior that is designed to reduce friction in dryer venting system
it has model EZ 3612 CEE AND EZ 1612 V which are 1.92 c.f capacity that
exceed fedral standards by 52% and 62% respectively
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APPENDIX B

Sample of Keynotes with Green and Certified Products
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Some green materials added to the keynotes division 04 Masonry under concrete masonry

units' category with its ID item and description.
04220. K4

8" X 8" X 16" Shaped Sill

4220

04220. LI

2" X 8" X16" Glazed Face

4220

04220. L2

4" X 8" X 16" Glazed Face

4220

04220. L3

6" X 8" X 16" Glazed Face

4220

04220. L4

8" X 8" X 16" Glazed Face

4220

04220. L5

10" X 8" X 16" Glazed Face

4220

04220. L6

12" X 8" X 16" Glazed Face

4220

04220. Ml

24" 8" 6" Standard Blocks Autoclaved Aerated Concrete Blocks

4220!

04220. M2

24" 8" 10" O-Blocks Autoclaved Aerated Concrete Blocks

4220

04220. M3

24" 8" 8" U-Blocks Autoclaved Aerated Concrete Blocks

4220

04220. M4

24" 2" 8" Solid Blocks SafeCrete Concrete Blocks

4220

04220.M5

24" 8" 6" Cored Blocks SafeCrete Concrete Blocks

42201

04220.M6

24" 12" 8" U-Blocks SafeCrete Concrete Blocks

42201

04220.M7

16"x 4"x 16" Large Adobe Blocks (each $2.15)

4220

04220. M8

4"x 4"x 16" Small Adobe Blocks (each $1.16)

4220;

04220.M9

2" x 5" x 7" Traditional Adobe Blocks

4220 j

04220.M10

4" x 4" x 16" Semi & fully stabilized Adobe Blocks

4220

04220.N1

; Adobe and Earth Plasters (Adobe Blocks)

4220

04220.N2

i Adobe Factory (Adobe Blocks)

4220

04220.N3

New Maxico Earth Adobe (Adobe Blocks)

4220

Some green materials added to the keynotes division 08 Doors and Windows, composite
windows category with its ID item and description.
8500

8560 Composite Windows

Fibertec Fiberglass casement windows - Double Glazed

8560

08560. B2

Fibertec Fiberglass Wood Clad casement windows - Double Glazed

8560

08560.A1

ALPEN Fiberglass windows

8560

08560. B3

Fibertec Fiberglass Fixed windows - Double Glazed

8560

08560. B4

Fibertec Fiberglass Wood Clad fixed windows - Double Glazed

8560

08560.B5

Fibertec's premium Side Slider window - Double Glazed

8560

08560.A2

Premium Side Slider Windows: Wood Clad Fiber- Double Glazed

8560

08560.A1

Milgard's single hung wood clad window slides

8560

08560.B6

Fibertec Aluminum window

8560

08560.C1

Milgard's Fiberglass Radius Window / Arch Window- UitraTM Series

8560

08560.C2

Milgard's vinyl casement replacement window

8560

08560. Dl

Andersen Double Hung Replc. Windows + High-Perf.

8560

08560. Fl

Integrity Double Hung Fiberglass Windows

8560

08560. F2

Integrity Glider Fiberglass Windows

8560

08560. F3

Integrity Polygon Fiberglass Windows

8560

08560. F4

Integrity Round Top Fiberglass Windows

8560

08560. Bl
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Some green materials added to the keynotes division 08 Doors and Windows, plastic
windows category with its ID item and description.
8500

8570 Plastic Windows

08570.A1

ACCENT WINDOWS Double Slider

8570

08570.A2

ACCENT WINDOWS Double Hung

8570

08570.A3

ACCENT WINDOWS Casement

8570

08570.A4

ACCENT WINDOWS Fixed Casement

8570

08570.A5

ACCENT WINDOWS Awning

8570

08570.A6

ACCENT WINDOWS DOUBLE HUNG BAY

8570

08570.A7

ACCENT WINDOWS CASEMENT BAY

8570

08570.A8

ACCENT WINDOWS DOUBLE HUNG BOW

8570

08570.A9

ACCENT WINDOWS CASEMENT BOW

8570

08570.A10

ACCENT WINDOWS GARDEN

8570

08570.A11

ACCENT WINDOWS SHAPES

8570

08570.A12

THV Compozit Window

8570

08570.A13

Paradigm Double Hung Windows

8570

08570.A14

Paradigm Gliders Windows

8570

08570.A15

Paradigm Casement Fixed Windows

8570;

08570.A16

Paradigm Casement Windows

8570;

08570.A17

Paradigm Three Lite Glider Windows

8570

08570.A18

Paradigm Bay Windows

8570

08570.A19

Paradigm Awning Transoms Windows

8570

08570.A20

Paradigm Bow Windows

8570

08570.A21

Paradigm Eyebrow Windows

8570

08570.A22

Paradigm Quarter Arch Windows

8570

08570.A23

Paradigm Patio DoorsWindows

8570

08570.A24

Paradigm Circle Tops Windows

8570

08570.A25

Paradigm Full Circle Windows

8570

08570.A26

Paradigm Gothic Windows

8570

08570.A27

Schuco Homecraft High-Performance Vinyl

8570
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Some green materials added to the keynotes division 09 Finishes under wood flooring's
category with its ID item and description.
9640 Wood Flooring

9600

9650 Resilient Flooring

9600

9680 Carpet

9600

09640.A1

1x3" Wood Flooring

9640

09640.A2

1x4" Wood Flooring

9640

09640. Bl

3/8" Hardwood Flooring

9640

09640. B2

3/4" Hardwood Flooring

9640

09640. B3

3/4" x 3" AltruWood Ipe Flooring

9640

09640. B4

3/4" x 3" AltruWood Tigerwood Flooring

9640

09640. B5

3/4" x 3" AltruWood Jatoba Flooring

9640

09640. B6

3/4" x 3" AltruWood Cumaru Flooring

9640

09640. B7

3/4" x 3" AltruWood Antique Oak Flooring

9640

09640.C1

Eastern White Pine Certified Wood

9640

09640.C2

Norway pine Certified Wood

9640

09640.C3

Hard Maple Certified Wood

9640

09640.C4

Roasted Hardwood Certified Wood

9640

09640.CS

Red Birch Certified Wood

9640

09640.C6

Endura Wood Flooring

9640

09640.C7

Brazilian Teak Harmonized Tropical Wood Flooring

9640

09640.C8

Mahogany Harmonized Tropical Wood Flooring

9640

09640.C9

Tigerwood Harmonized Tropical Wood Flooring

9640

09640.C10

Smartchoice Wood Flooring

9640

09640X11

Sonic Floor Laminate Flooring

9640

09640.C12

Windfall Lumber and Milling Flooring

9640

09640. Dl

Antique Heart Pine Flooring

9640

09640. D2

Antique Oak Flooring

9640

09640. D3

Antique Wormy Chestnut Flooring

9640

09640. D4

Antique Bam-board Flooring

9640

09640. D5

Appalachian Wide Plank Flooring

9640

09640.06

Trestlewood Flooring

9640

09650.A1

Resilient Flooring

9650

09650.A2

Vinyl Composition Tile

9650

09650.A3

Rubber Flooring

9650

09650. Bl

2 1/2" Resilient Flat Base

9650

09650. B10

4" Rolled Base

9650

09650.B11

6" Rolled Base

9650

09650.B12

Cove Trim

9650

09650.B2

4" Resilient Flat Base

9650

09650.B3

6" Resilient Flat Base

9650

09650.B4

2 1/2" Resilient Topset Base

9650

09650.B5

4" Resilient Topset Base

9650
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Some green materials added to the keynotes division 09 Finishes under carpet and wall
coverings' category with its ID item and description.
09680.A4

Outside Corner

9680

09680.A5

Carpet Reducer

9680

09680.A6

Carpet Reducer At Flooring

9680

09680.A7

Vinyl Carpet Edge

9680

09680.A8

Carpet Edge

9680

09680.A9

Carpet Saddle

9680

09680. Bl

3/8" Carpet Pad

9680

09680.C1

Carpet

9680

09680. Dl

MCKINLEY Bio-Floor Collection Carpet

9680

09680. D2

PYRENEES Bio-Floor Collection Carpet

9680

09680.D3

DOLOMITE Bio-Floor Collection Carpet

9680

09680. D4

DOLOMITE Bio-Floor Collection Carpet

9680

09680.F1

NaturalDesign & Natural Textures Collection Carpet

9680

09680.F2

Sisal Boucle Rug Natural Fiber Floor Coverings

9680

09680.F3

Sisal Brasilia Rug Natural Fiber Floor Coverings

9680

09680.F4

Seagrass Rug Natural Fiber Floor Coverings

9680

09680. F5

Sun Natural Fiber Floor Coverings

9680

Sisal Wool Rug Natural Fiber Floor Coverings

9680

Nature's Carpet

9680

09680. F6

09680.F7
09680.G1

Textured Plush Mohawk Carpet

9680

09680.G2

1 Saxony Mohawk Carpet

9680

09680.G3

Berber Loop-Pile Mohawk Carpet

9680

09680.G4

Berber Cut-Pile Mohawk Carpet

9680

09680.G5

Commercial Loop Mohawk Carpet

9680

09680.G6

Cut/Loop Mohawk Carpet

9680

09680.H1

Level Loop Pile Abbeycarpet

9680

09680. H2

Cut Pile Abbeycarpet

9680

09680.H3

Saxony Abbeycarpet

9680

09680. H4

Berber Abbeycarpet

9680

09680.H5

Shag Abbeycarpet

9680

9720 Wall Covering

9700

9730 Wall Carpet

9700

09720.A1

Vinyl Wallcovering

9720

09720.A2

Natural Cork Wall Tile (Cork Wall Covering)

9720

09720.A3

Tessuto in Sughero/Cork Fibric (Cork Wall Covering)

9720

09720.A4

Dura weave (Wall Covering)

9720

09720.A5

Innvironments Collection (Wall Covering)

9720

09720.A6

Texturglas (Wall Covering)

9720

09720.A7

Abaca Wallcovering (Textile Wall Coverings)

9720

09720.A8

No-Flame Sisal Wallcovering (Textile Wall Coverings)

9720

09730.A1

Wall Carpet

9730
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Some green materials added to the keynotes division 09 Finishes under Acoustical Space

Units and Acoustical Insulation's category with its ID item and description.
9810 Acoustical Space Units

9800

9820 Acoustical Insulation and Sealants

9800

9830 Acoustical Barriers

9800

9840 Acoustical Wall Treatment

9800

09810.A1

Baffle

9810

09810.A2

DUROVENT and Provent

9810

09810.A3

Insul-Tray

9810

09810.A4

Vent-Rite Attic Vents

9810

9.82E+04 Fill With Silica Sand

9820

09820.A1

Fill With Insulation

9820

09820.A2

Acoustical Sealant

9820

09820.A3

Batt Insulation

9820

09820.A4

R-8 Batt Insulation

9820

09820.A5

R-ll Batt Insulation

9820!

09820.A6

R-13 Batt Insulation

9820!

09820.A7

R-19 Batt Insulation

9820

09820.A8

R-30 Batt Insulation

9820

09820.B1

705 Insulation

9820

09820.C1

1" Microlite

9820

09820.D1

1/2" Sound Board

9820

ULTRATOUCH bondedlogic Insulation

9820!

09820.D3

Formaldehyde-free Insulation Batts

9820

09820.04

Fiberglass Insulation (Blanket Isulation)

9820

09820.D5

Mineral Wool Insulation (Blanket Isulation)

9820

09820.06

Certain Teed Insulation (Blanket Isulation)

9820

09820.D7

InsulCot Cotton Insulation (Blanket Isulation)

9820

09820.D8

ACFoam (Board Insulation)

9820!

09820.D9

DrainBoard (Board Insulation)

9820!

09820.D10

EPS Foam (Board Insulation)

9820

09820. Dll

Polar Guard Rigid EPS (Board Insulation)

9820!

09820.F1

Air Krete Foam Insulation (Foamed-in-Place Insulation)

9820

09820.F2

BioBased 501 (Foamed-in-Place Insulation)

9820:

09820.F3

Sealection 500 (Foamed-in-Place Insulation)

9820;

09820. F4

Benotherm (Loose-Fill Insulation)

9820:

09820. F5

Cellulose Insultion (Loose-Fill Insulation)

9820

09820.F6

Climate Pro Blow-In (Loose-Fill Insulation)

9820

09820.F7

Comfort-Zone (Loose-Fill Insulation)

9820

09820.F8

Fiberlite Cellulose Insulation (Loose-Fill Insulation)

9820

09820.G1

Cellulose Insultion (Sprayed Acoustic Insulation)

9820

09820.G2

Fiberlite Cellulose Insulation (Sprayed Acoustic Insulation)

9820

09820.G3

Thermal-Pruf, Dendamix. And Sound-Pruf (Sprayed Acoustic Insulation)

9820

09820.G4

K-13 and Sonaspray "fc" Insulation (Sprayed Acoustic Insulation)

9820!

09820.D2
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Some green materials added to the keynotes division 09 Finishes under Paint and
Coatings' category with its ID item and description.
9910 Paints

9900

9930 Stains and Transparent Finishes

9900

9940 Radiant Barrier Paints

9900

9950 Coatings

9900
9910

09910.A1

Paint Finish

09910.A2

Semi-Gloss Paint Finish

9910

09910.A3

Amazon Select Recycled Paint

9910

09910.A4

E-Coat Recycled Latex Paint

9910

09910.A5

VRI Remanufactured Latex Paint

9910

09910.Bl

Eco-House Minerla Silicate Paint Exterior Paints

9910

09910.B2

EverKote 300 Exterior Paints

9910

09910.B3

Heritage Series Coatings Exterior Paints

9910

09910.B4

Rodda Zero-VOC Paint Exterior Paints

9910

09910.C1

Air-Care Odorless Paints Interior Paint

9910

09910.C2

Devoe Wonder Pure, Dulux LifeMaster, Prep & Prime Interior Paint

9910

09910.C3

Eurolux Waterborne Paints and Varnishes Interior Paint

9910

09910.C4

Murco LE-1000 and GF-1000 Interior Paint

9910

09930.A1

Stain Finish

9930

09930.A2

Aqua ZAR Finish

9930

09930.A3

Envirolast XT Transparent

9930

09930.A4

Pure Tung Oil Finish

9930

09940.A1

E-Radiant Barrie Coating

9940

Some green materials added to the keynotes division 12 Furnishings under Window
Treatments' category with its ID item and description.
12700 Systems Furniture

12000

12800 Interior Plants and Planters

12000

12480 Rugs and Mats

12400

12490 Window Treatments

12400

12480.A1

Foot Grille

12480

12480.A2

Level Bed Frame For Foot Grille

12480

12480.A3

Deep Pit Frame For Foot Grille

12480

12480. Bl

Recessed Floor Mat

12480

12480. B2

Tire Tread Mat

12480

12490 Window Treatments

12400

12490.A1

Horizontal Blinds

12490

12490.A2

Horizontal Louver Blinds

12490

12490.A3

Vertical Louver Blinds

12490

12490.A4

Duette Architella honeycomb shades

12490

12490.A5

Duette honeycomb shades

12490

12490.A6

TrueGreen Hemp Earthshade Natural Fiber Window Treatments

12490

12490.A7

Szechuan Sun Earthshade Natural Fiber Window Treatments

12490

12490.A8

Ho Chi Max Earthshade Natural Fiber Window Treatments

12490

12490.A9

Turkish Twig Earthshade Natural Fiber Window Treatments

12490

12490.A10

Roman Shade handwoven window coverings

12490

12490.All

Drapery handwoven window coverings

12490

12490.A12

PanelScreen handwoven window coverings

12490

12490.A13

Cut Yardage handwoven window coverings

12490
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Some green materials added to the keynotes division 13 Special Construction under Solar
and Wind Energy Equipment category with its ID item and description.
13090 Radiation Protection

13000

13400 Measurement and Control Instrumentation

13000

13500 Recording Instrumentation

13000

13550 Transportation Control Instrumentation

13000

13600 Solar and Wind Energy Equipment

13000

13900 Fire Suppression

13000

13090.A1

1/2" Lead Lined Gypsum Wallboard

13090

13090.A2

5/8" Lead Lined Gypsum Wallboard

13090

13090.B1

Sheet Lead Shielding

13090

13090. B2

2" Lead Corner Strip

13090

13090. B3

2" Lead Joint Strip

13090

13610 Solar Energy Equipment

13600

13620 Wind Energy Equipment

13600

13630 Solar Heating

13600;

13640 Alternative Energy

13600

13690 Solar Controllers

13600

13610.A1

Architectural Solar, Solar Heating Equipment

13610

13610.A2

COPPERSUN SOLARWATER Heating System

13610

13610.A3

ECO-Nomad Solar Heating Equipment

13610:

13610.A4

Gobi Solar & Helio-Pak Solar Water Heater, Flat-Plate Collectors

13610

13610.A5

ProgressivTube Passive Water-Heating Systems

13610;

13610.A6

SOL 25 and Storage Tank, Flat-Plate Solar Collectors

13610

13610.A7

Apricus Evacuated-Tube Solar Collectors

13610

13610.A8

Thermomax Evacuated-Tube Solar Collectors

13610

13620.A1

j AIR and Whisper Series Wind Turbines Wind Energy

13620|

13620.A2

; ARE110-HV (2.5kW) Wind Generator Wind Energy

13620

13620.A3

ARE110-48V (2.5kW) Wind Generator ($ 11,800) Wind Energy

13620

13620.A4

BWC EXCEL Wind Turbine ($29,500) Wind Energy

13620

13620.A5

Jacobs® 31-20 (20kw) Complete System ($54,850) Wind Energy

13620:

13630.A1

Viessmann Solar Water-Heating System

13630

13630.A2

Solar Pool-Heating Systems

13630

13640 .Al

Fronius Grid-Tied PV Inverters

13640

13640.A2

GE Solar Systems and Modules

13640

13640.A4

Smart Power M-Series Solar Power Conversion

13640

13690.A1

Steca Solar Charge Controllers

13600

13690.A2

Solar conventers Inc. PV Controllers

13600

13690.A3

Blue Link Photovoltaic Systems

13600

13690.A5

Schuco Photovoltaic Modules

13600

13690.A6

UNI-SOLAR PV Shingles and Standing Seam Panels

13600
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Some green materials added to the keynotes division 15 Mechanical under Refrigerators
and Freezers' equipment category with its ID item and description.
15900 HVAC Instrumentation and Controls
15080.A1
15080.A2

; 15080.A3

15000

1" Ductliner

15080

Cotton Insulation Duct Warp (HVACH Insulation)

15080

ToughGard (HVACH Insulation)

15080

15150 Sanitary Waste and Vent Piping

15100

15150.A1

Floor Drain W/O Waterproofing

15150

15150.A2

Floor Drain

15150

15150. A3

Roof Drain

15150

15150.A4

Overflow Roof Drain

15150

15410 Plumbing Fixtures
15410.A1

15400

Drinking Fountains

15410

15610 Refrigerators and Freezers

15600

15610.A1

Absocold Compact Refrigerators

15610

15610.A2

Conserv

15610

15610.A3

GE Refrigerators

15610

15610.A4

Maytag Refrigerators

15610

15610. A5

Monogram Refrigerators

15610

15610.A6

Sun Frost Refrigerators

15610

15610.A7

Kenmore Refrigerators

15610

15610.A8

Whirlpool Refrigerators

15610

15710 Air Conditioning Equipment

15700

15710.A1

Affinity 8T Air Conditioner

15710

15710.A2

Rheem RASL Prestige Series

15710

15710.A3

XC21 Air Conditioners

15710

15710.A4

Infinity Central Air Conditioners

15710

15720 Ventilating

15700

15720.A1

Aprilaire Energy Recovery Ventilator

15720

15720.A2

Aqua Master Q100

15720

15720.A3

Heat Recovery Ventilators

15720

15720.A4

Mistubishi Electreic Sales Canada Lossnay ERVs

15720

15720.A5

Renew Air ERVs

15720

15730 Convection Heating and Cooling

15700

15730.A1

Toyotomi USA Inc. Laser Vented Heaters

15730

15730.A2

Toyotomi USA Inc. Oil Miser Space Heaters

15730

15730.A3

G115 Sealed-Combustion (Heating Boilers)

15730

15730.A4

MPO Oil-Fired Boiler

15730

15740 Condensing Boilers

15700

15740.A1

Baxi Luna Condensing Boilers

15740

15740.A2

Monitor Product Inc MZ Boiler

15740

15740.A3

Dunkirk Q95M-200 Modulating Condensing Boiler

15740

15740.A4

Viessmann Manufacturing Cop. Vitodens 200 Wall-Mounted Boiler

15740

15740.A5

ECR International Inc. Quantum Series Boilers

15740
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Some green materials added to the keynotes division 16 Electrical under Lighting
category with its ID item and description.
15820 Duct Accessories

15800

15850 Air Outlets and Inlets

15800

15820.B1

Linear Diffuser

15820

15820. B2

4" Slot Linear Diffuser

15820

15820. B3

5" Slot Linear Diffuser

15820

15820. B4

6" Slot Linear Diffuser

15820

15850.A1

Diffuser

15850

15850.A2

Fresh 80 & Reton 80 Passive Air Inlets

15850

15850.A3

Trickle Ventilators

15850

15850.A4

Speedi-Boot

15850

16050 Basic Electrical Materials and Methods

16000

16100 Wiring Methods

16000

16200 Electrical Power

16000

16300 Transmission and Distribution

16000

16400 Low-Voltage Distribution

16000

16500 Lighting

16000

16700 Communications

16000

16800 Sound and Video

16000

16510 Interior Luminaires

16500

16510.A1

12" Recessed Fluorescent Light Fixture

16510.B1

8" Recessed Incandescent Light Fixture

16510

16510X1

Cold Cathode Specialty Lamps (Compact Fluorescent)

16510

16510X2

Fresh2Ti (Compact Fluorescent)

16510

16510X3

Philips (Compact Fluorescent)

16510

16510X4

Sunpark Twisted-Tube CFLs (Compact Fluorescent)

16510

16510X5

CFL Fixtures

165101
16510

16510

16510X6

Studio A CFL Lighting

16510.D1

Enbryten LED Luminaires (LED Lighting)

16510

16510.D2

LR6 Downlights (LED Lighting)

16510

16510.D3

SaviLED Lamps (LED Lighting)

16510

16520 Exterior Lighting

16500

Dark-Sky Compliant CFL Lamps

16520

16520.A2

Full-Cutoff Luminaires

16520

16520.A3

Sonne Soalr-Powered Outdoor Luminaire

16520

16520.A4

The GlareBuster

16520

16520.A1
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APPENDIX C

Sample of Materials Quantity Take Offs in Revit Architecture
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Sample of Quantity Take Offs for windows with green materials for the "Prototype".
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Sample of Quantity Take Offs for a wall with green materials for the "Prototype".
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Sample of windows schedules for the "Prototype" with its type, description, assembly

code, keynote code, and manufactures.
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Sample of Materials Quantity Take Offs Microsoft Access 2007
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Sample of Microsoft Access 2007 Spreadsheet for the "Prototype" includes window's
material with its ID, keynotes code, and materials name.
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Sample of Microsoft Access 2007 Spreadsheet for the "Prototype" includes window's
materials, ID, keynote, manufacture, description, and URL file.
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Sample of a Snapshot of perspective from the "Prototype" in Revit Architecture 2009
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Sample of a Snapshot of west elevation from the "Prototype" in Revit Architecture 2009
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